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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Construction companies, particularly general contractors, face a daily challenge of 
distributing information to multiple parties who are often dispersed over a wide geographical 
area. While modem inventions such as copiers, fax machines, and e-mail dramatically 
enhance the ability to communicate information they fail to provide any type of 
understandable record or tracking. Businesses are forced to develop means of tracking 
copies, faxes and e-mails to provide complete project documentation. 
The modem age of computers offers many different options to the construction 
industry for knowledge management problems. Project management software, scheduling 
and estimating programs provide a means for the contractor to track construction 
documentation. However, these solutions do not provide a means of sharing information 
outside the contractor's home office. The Internet provides a forum that can be of particular 
benefit to construction companies in the aid of transferring significant amounts of 
information in a real time, cost effective, timely manner. 
Recently, the Internet has provided an opportunity for companies to advertise their 
services to prospective clients. As technology evolved so also did alternative applications of 
the Internet. Companies began to develop Intranets, or Inter-company Intemets, in an effort 
to exchange information between company employees. Today another significant use of the 
Internet is evolving that promises to revolutionize the sharing of information between 
multiple parties working for a common purpose. This development, called project specific 
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websites, is just one of the ways that the Internet is becoming an information management 
tool for data storage and exchange. 
Project specific websites are a way of sharing information across the Internet while 
limiting access to that information. The majority of websites are accessible fo any person 
browsing the World Wide Web. A project specific website differs from nonnal sites because 
it provides the ability to place sensitive construction project information on the World \Vide 
Web in a password-protected environment thereby limiting the number of people having 
access. The web provides a project information repository that all project participants can 
view without purchasing any software packages. 
1.2 Objectives 
The Weitz.Company, headquartered in Des Moines, IA, with business units dispersed 
throughout the United States, made a decision to pursue the use of.Project Specific Websites 
to improve the communication process between designers, contractors. and owners during 
1997. Research efforts focused ori several important points. 
1. Explore the use of project specific websites as tools for construction project data 
management 
2. Develop a project web specification to guide The Weitz Company in the web 
development process 
3. Test website specification and application m a real-life setting on multiple 
.projects. 
4. Identify critical items for web development, implementation, and success. 
The efforts in developing these websites focused on implementing a process using 
shrink-wrapped software and existing hardware to supplement the standing communication 
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process in use by the field and office staff of The Weitz Company. Specific efforts were 
placed on designing a system that would not create additional work but would keep the work 
load static for these individuals while increasing the timeliness and accuracy of the 
information exchanged by the project participants. 
This thesis will focus on those efforts and provide case study examples of actual 
applications of the Project Specific Websites. Comments from the developers and users of 
the websites will be included. 
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CHAPTER 2: APPROACH AND RESEARCH PLAN 
DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Research Phase I 
While project specific websites may represent the future method of construction 
management, they were not a common application at the beginning of research efforts. The 
initial phase of research focused on the background of these types of sites. Specific research 
objectives included: 
1. Conduct research on project specific websites using the Internet to determine who 
is currently using this technology, in what application and forms the websites are 
being used, what problems exist related to security, and what areas need 
improvement. 
2. Conduct research into web formatting, specifically related to decreasing the 
download time of information, forms, pictures, etc. 
3. Develop a listing of all possible information that could be contained on a website 
for use in Phase IL 
To fully understand the use of project websites, over thirty construction companies 
who claimed to have project websites were contacted and interviewed. These conversations 
were used to develop a list of problems inherent with project webs and provide a gauge for 
the level of project web participation in the construction industry. 
2. 2 Research Phase II 
For The Weitz Company, Inc. to move forward with implementation of a project 
specific website program, a company specific project web specification was developed in the 
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second phase of research. This document provided an internal guide for a company to follow 
in the development of a project web. Development hinged on the following essential points: 
1. Identification of the information that is most important to include in an project 
website 
2. Identification of the information that is most sensitive and should have the highest 
level of protection 
3. Security settings for information 
4. Duration that information should be accessible through an project website 
5. Training for effective utilization of an project website 
6. Timeliness of updates 
2.3 Research Phase III 
The final phase of the project was an implementation and refinement of the company 
specification. This involved setting up multiple project websites, training website 
administrators, and gathering reactions to the websites following implementation. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW (PHASE I) 
3.1 Internet Background· 
The Internet has been in existence longer than many people realize. Originally 
developed in the 1960's by the United States Department of Defense as a network to ensure 
electronic communications during enemy attack, the Internet has since become a part of daily 
life in America. The Internet was the first network to use Internetworking Protocol 
( commonly referred to as iP) to move and manipulate files around networks (Mead 1997). 
From these defensive beginnings, the Internet developed into the "Information Super 
Highway" of the 1990's. 
The Internet did not start out as a place of project collaboration. Onesoft Corporation, 
a developer ofExtranet and Intranet solutions refers to the evolution of the Internet in three 
phases. "Wave One" saw the Internet come into the public domain and out of the sole 
control of the military. The age ofwww.public.domain made data, text, documents, pictures, 
animation, and video available to anyone around the globe with access to the Internet. 
"Wave One" also gave businesses a new opportunity for marketing, and allowed hundreds of 
new potential customers access to product information. 
"Wave Two" was a subtler explosion of knowledge management within companies. 
Internal communication and collaboration was assisted by the development of Intranets, or 
internal Internets. Intranets allow companies to better manage and disseminate information 
to employees. Companies now "post" information to a website that might have previously 
been printed and sent via mailings or memos. Common information is available to allow 
employees to privately hunt for answers to questions about benefits, health insurance and 
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investment opportunities. Upcoming activities are posted to make employees aware of 
community involvement opportunities. In short, communications that may have previously 
been made via a transfer of paper or telephone mail can now be performed through the 
functions of an Intranet. The Intranet also serves as a collaborative environment for 
knowledge management and creation. A variety of company statistics, trends and contacts 
can be made readily available to all employees. 
The "third wave" of the Internet according to OneSoft is the development of Extranet 
applications. An Extranet takes the collaborative power of the Intranet and combines it with 
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the accessibility afforded by the Internet to create an interactive community of businesses. 
"Extranets" allow companies to give others access to Intranets through password protected 
Internet sites (www.whatis:com). 
A hybrid application of the "third wave" is the password-protected project specific 
website. This application does not allow the same type of invasion of a corporate Intranet 
but rather keeps outsiders outside the fire-wall and on the Internet, but inside a site that may 
contain sensitive or private information pertaining to a particular project. It is a simple idea, 
analogous to a club where only members are allowed in after reciting the special code or 
performing the secret handshake. These members participate in group activities that are 
known only to them. In the same way, project specific websites are password protected for 
members only. Once inside, members can read meeting minutes, view budget information or 
review schedules for the project. Also, just as within a private club, there is a hierarchy of 
membership within project specific websites. Some members are afforded more privileges in 
a private club because of the office they hold, or the length of membership. Privileges within 
a project specific website are based on the role the participant plays in the project. For 
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example, owners may be given access to a greater amount of information than an architect or 
subcontractor. 
The Internet has one major advantage over all other means of computer 
communication that makes these hybrid project specific websites so attractive for sharing 
construction information. They are independent of computer platform. This differentiates 
the Internet from modem, server, and satellite-based communications because the Internet is 
accessible by multiple methods. Intel-based personal computers (PC), Macintosh, and Unix 
users can all access the same information in the same format through the Internet. Platforms 
that were previously unable to translate data from one programming language to another can 
all share and read Internet pages. 
Independence from software platforms also means independence from software 
programs. To browse the Internet, a user must have a browser program (typically free) 
loaded on their computer, and several free file viewers installed on the same machine or 
network. This independence from software frees multiple parties trying to view the same 
information from all needing to invest in expensive proprietary software (www.pfu.com). 
The free software programs available on the Internet facilitate 9ommon translation software 
file viewing. For example, an architect in Ohio who wishes to discuss a new floor plan with 
an owner in Iowa could post an AutoCAD or MicroStation drawing to the Internet using an 
Internet compatible file format. The owner in Iowa, equipped with the proper free software 
viewing program could see the floor-plans and experience the changes made by the architect 
without having a physical set of drawings in hand. This means of communication has the 
potential to cut response time by a week when compared with the traditional method of 
plotting the drawing, preparing the drawing for mailing, mailing the drawing, the drawing 
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making its way through an owner's extensive mail system (assuming a large organization) 
and finally the owner having enough time to review the drawing to make an intelligent 
decision about the question at hand. 
The Internet's ability to function independent of computer platform coupled with the 
third wave of Internet application will make it an invaluable tool in the future of construction 
project management (Mead 1997). Contractors are not alone in their interest in the 
advantages of collaborative environments. In a survey of architectural principals performed 
by Bentley Systems, Inc., the manufacturer ofMicroStation, 94% ofrespondents indicated 
that collaboration through the building process would be their primary goal over the next five 
years (Phair 1998). Traditional methods of design will no longer prove sufficient to meet the 
needs of owners in the new millenium. Figure 1 (Antevy and Lowder 1998) represents the 
shift in project design teams moving from traditional to the present. Quadrant 1 in Figure 1 
represents the traditional way in which the design process took place. Both owner and 
designer were in the same place at the same time. Quadrant 2 in Figure 1 represents the 
traditional way in which design were presented. Quadrant 3 and 4 in Figure 1 represent a 
combination of the design and presentation process today. 
The same type of situation is paralleled in the construction process. Construction 
team members are geographically dispersed and face problems at different times. Some 
predict that Internet collaboration will minimize the amount of rework that takes place on a 
construction project, solving many of the problems created by today's model for 
construction. 
TIME 
Quadrant 1 Same place Quadrant 2 Same place 
Same time Different time 
PLACE Quadrant 3 Different Place Quadrant 4 Different place 
Same Time Different time 
Figure 1. Shift of Project Design Team Methods 
Kent Immenschuh, the director of information services at JE Dunn Construction 
Company indicates that as owners become more and more technologically sophisticated they 
will demand the implementation of increasingly real-time information solutions (Building 
Business 1997). The needs of sophisticated owners may ultimately drive contractors into the 
role ofwebmaster. 
While owners may ultimately drive contractors to begin delivering more interactive 
solutions, the majority of project communication from the contractor takes place between 
subcontractors and vendors (Antevy and Lowder 1998). The bottom line is that 
communication solutions must be inexpensive and easy for all project participants to use. 
Antevy and Lowder indicate that for true connectivity project information management tools 
must: 
• Give instant access to job files 
• Reduce travel by allowing electronic visits to jobsite 
• Contain current revisions 
• Give the ability to communicate 
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3.2 Current Information Management Systems 
3.2.1 e-Builder™, evolv, Frametech 
e-Builder™ is a project specific website building tool that "dramatically enhances the 
exchange of information among construction project participants" (www.e-Builder.net). This 
software system may be leased by parties interested in a project specific website who either 
do not wish to invest in website technology, do not have the savvy to host a site, or do not 
have the resources to host a site. E-Builder™ sets up the project website for contractor use, 
but the party leasing the technology is responsible for loading the information to the e-
Builder™ server. 
E-Builder is not the only project specific website (psws) building company on the 
web. Framework Technologies Corporation produces a software package called Aspects 
Sitebuilder that is specifically aimed at designing psws (www.frametech.com). Aspects is 
primarily a drawing revision tool that allows posted drawings to be "written" on by users. 
This program may be purchased as opposed to leased. 
ProjectCenter™ (www.evolv.com) is another packaged project website solution 
vendor. Similar to e-Builder™, ProjectCenter™ is sets up a website and the end-user posts 
information to the site at their convenience. Web participants have the ability to enter an RFI 
through a text entry form. This form is e-mailed to the architect and posted to the website in 
a searchable database. ProjectCenter™ also offers users to attach documents or pictures to 
RFI' s to clarify the question. Change orders, submittals, and drawings can also be logged 
and posted from the web browser. 
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3.2.2 AutoCAD and MicroStation 95 
AutoCAD Release 14 (www.autodesk.com) has significant html capabilities. 
Autodesk has made their newest version compatible with the WHIP! Viewer, a free plug-in 
available on the web. Files in AutoCAD Release 14 may be saved as traditional AutoCAD 
drawings, OR, into the Drawing Web Format (DWF). Theses DWF files are what may be 
viewed using the WHIP! plug-in. DWF files may also be added to web pages by using 
FrontPage software. A written tutorial is available AutoCAD's web site. 
If project participants are using AutoCAD Release 13, there is a free Internet utilities 
package available on Autodesk's homepage (www.autodesk.com). This add-on allows you 
to save drawing in the DWF format to a file or a web page. Autodesk also provides a 
thorough explanation of the add-on online. 
If the drawing program in use is Microstation 95 (www.bentley.com). then these 
AutoCAD drawings can still be transferred depending on the AutoCAD release. Older 
versions of AutoCAD (before 13 and 14) can be exchanged without any problem. However, 
some questions exist about the exchange of the newer versions. It is possible to exchange 
very simple drawings between the two programs, but complex drawings are made much 
larger in the file translation process that Microstation 95 uses. This often causes an error 
RESULT FILE IS LONGER THAN THE SOURCE FILE. Not only is this error shown, but 
also shapes, lines, and other entities sometimes come out in surprising configurations. 
Microstation 95 also has a web add-on to change drawing files to web-based forms. 
3.2.3 Project Management Software: Prolog, Expedition 
Prolog and Expedition are project management software packages that allow the 
complete construction process to be captured in a central database. While both have the 
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ability to convert their respective report files into an HTML format, the file translation is 
poor. 
3.2.4 Scheduling Software: Suretrak, Primavera- (P3) 
The Primavera site has an extensive selection of download files to make both 
Primavera and Suretrak do many different types of web applications (www.primavera.com). 
Webster For Primavera is a free program that turns Primavera information into web-
browsable information. Suretrak has a similar web publishing wizard that is also a free 
download. 
3.2.5 Hardware Requirements 
The combination of all the programs necessary for project website development at the 
company level makes it crucial that a computer is available to handle all the software needs. 
Just as it is senseless to send a worker to the field without the proper tools while expecting 
them to perform their job, it is senseless to require an employee to maintain a website 
without adequate resources. Table 1 contains several common software applications, and the 
required processor speed, RAM, and hard drive space for each respectively. 
It is possible to run many of the programs discussed above on a computer 
with a 486 operating speed and 16MB of RAM. However, these programs operating in 
aggregate form a significant burden on such a low-end workstation. 
3.3 Current Application of Project Website Programs 
With the geographic location of project teams no longer the primary concern for 
defining a business opportunity one must look at the current use of Internet based 
communication solutions. Various project specific website software vendors exist that boast 
project management cost reductions ofup to 60%, RFI turnaround in four days, need 
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Table 1. Summary of Computer Applications and Hardware Requirements 
Application Name Processor Win95RAM Win NT RAM Hard Drive Space 
Windows 95 486/25Nlhz 8NIB 40-45 NIB 
Windows NT 4.0 Intel 16-32 NIB 110 NIB 
Pentium or 
Lotus 1-2-3 v.8 486/50Nlhz 8 NIB (12NIB 16 NIB 25 NIB 
for multiple 
applications) 
Word Perfect v.8 486/66Nlhz 8NIB 8 NIB 50NIB 
Netscape Navigator 16 NIB 16NIB 20.4 NIB - 37.7 NIB 
Internet Explorer: 
Browser 12NIB 24NIB 55 NIB 
Standard 16NIB 24NIB 72NIB 
Full 16 NIB 24NIB 98 NIB 
Microsoft 486 16 NIB 32NIB 36NIB 
FrontPage 
Prolog 4.2 386 16NIB 16NIB 30NIB 
MS Office PRO 486 8 NIB (More 16NIB (More 73 - 191 NIB 
for running for running 
multiple multiple 
applications) applications) 
MS Office97 486 8 NIB (More 16 NIB (More 60-167 NIB 
for running for multiple 
multiple applications) 
applications) 
MS Office SBE 486 8NIB 16 NIB 145 - 250 NIB 
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for site visits decreasing 50%, and administrative time cut 30% (Phair 1998). These 
"solutions" are reported to be real-time interactive programs that allow users to see changes 
to project information the minute that it happens. But at what cost, and who is using such 
technology? 
The Beers Construction Company is using the project website software, e-Builder™ 
on a $30 million dollar building in Georgia. Carrie Shaeffer, the a senior project manager for 
Beers was quoted as saying, "Before, meeting minutes among the owner, contractor, and 
subcontractor would get vvritten up and mailed, faxed, or put in a mail slot in the jobsite 
trailer. They may not have been read for weeks" (Phair 1998). Beers now uses e-Builder™ 
to post minutes to a project website to making them immediately accessible to those with 
proper perm1ss10ns. 
e-Builder™ is also in use by the Dick Corporation on a $90 million dollar roadway. 
The project team is not all connected to the Internet, providing the biggest roadblock to 
success for Dick Corp. However, according to Vic Spinabelli, the project manager, 
demonstrating the use of e-Builder™ has been the best way to get the team involved (Antevy 
and Lowder 1998). 
3.3.1 Survey Contacts 
Inquiries were made to companies that were included in a partial client listing on an 
e-Builder™ advertisement. These companies were: 
1. Associated General Contractors of America 
2. Beers Construction Company 
3. Boldt Construction 
4. Cianbro Corporation 
5. Construction Financial Management Association (CFMA) 
6. Clayco Construction 
7. Dick Corporation 
8. DPR Construction 
9. Eichleay Engineers 
10. Granger Construction 
. 11. PCL Constructors, Inc. 
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12. Post, Buckley, Schuh & Jernigan (PBS&J) 
13. State of Wisconsin 
14. T.A. Loving Construction Company 
15. Tellepsen Corporation 
16. Washington Suburban Sanitation Commission 
Other companies contacted that were not on thee-Builder™ client listing include: 
17. The Clark Companies 
18. Foster Wheeler Corporation 
19. Kajima 
20. Black & Veatch 
21. Martin K. Eby Construction 
22. The Haskell Company 
23. Hensel Phelps 
24. Huber Hunt and Nichols 
25. McCarthy Builders 
26. Stone & Webster 
27. Turner Construction 
28. Sundt Corporation 
29. Suitt Construction 
30. Walsh Construction Company 
31. Butler Construction (BUCON) 
32. Fluor Daniel 
33. Halliburton (Brown & Root) 
34. Steelcraft 
35. Construction Monthly 
The companies were asked to report their experience with project specific website 
whether it is through the use of a software vendor such as e-Builder™ or as an in-house 
development. Seventeen of those polled responded, see Appendix A for full e-mail response 
text. 
Many companies claimed on websites to be using project specific web site 
technology, but in reality when contacted these companies are only showing pictures of their 
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projects on the World Wide Web. Most businesses that have actually tried project specific 
web sites are using someone else to do the development of the site. 
3.3.2 Successes 
Most companies contacted had not experienced significant problems with security 
issues. The greater security problems develop when implementing a true Extranet where 
outsiders are granted access to a company's Intranet. This poses a much higher level of risk 
~th data. A psws needs only to protect information from parties that have no need to see it. 
Cost data, etc. may not find an appropriate home in a psws. 
The majority of companies had not pushed the implementation of the website enough 
to comment on successes. Many were in the beta testing stage with the websites and noted 
that the process was too new to know the true advantages. 
3.3.3 Concerns About the Internet as a Project Management Tool 
Cost is a major concern for contractors investing in project specific website 
technologies. According to Tim Anderson (Network Manager) with Granger Construction 
(Lansing, Michigan) ( www.granger-co.com) for a $35 million project, Tim estimated it 
would cost Granger $25,000 to use a leased project website solution. The project Granger is 
using the leased technology on was their first attempt at a psws. Tim commented that if 
Granger continues to use this technology, it would be far more cost effective to invest in a 
person to take care of this need. 
A conversation with Tad Tellepsen, the system coordinator for Tellepsen 
Construction, (Houston, Texas) provided another perspective on a leased solution. Tad felt 
like computer systems in the field using a 28.8 modem were too slow to utilize the 
technology efficiently. This has led to users losing interest in the application. Tad also feels 
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that the subcontractors were simply not technically oriented enough to use the psws 
effectively, and did not buy into the technology. When asked if this technology was 
something one had to choose a project carefully for, he replied yes, absolutely. 
Internet based communication and project management is imminent in the future 
horizon of construction based on the feedback from contacted parties. Looking into that 
horizon, several issues come into focus when considering implementation of a website 
solution including electronic data transmission problems, speed and reliability of modem 
connections, web design, and human resistance. 
While the Internet is totally free from platform compatibility issues, errors can still 
occur when configuring plug-ins and free viewers available on the web that decode common 
exchange file-types such as Adobe Acrobat Reader™. However unlikely the possibility 
does exist for hardware defects of software to transmit viruses on the sending or receiving 
end (Shroud 1998). 
Modems play an incredibly crucial part in the success of project specific websites. 
Remote and onsite users connecting to view or post information via a modem must be able to 
quickly access information without being tied up in a barrage of large files. Unlike home 
office users connected to a server through a T 1 line, onsite personnel need low image 
websites to ensure modem transmissions are timely. If modem users are unable to access 
information in a timely manner, the project website will be a failure (Zilles 1998). 
Other issues that were common in the responses to e-mail inquires included: 
a) Technical limits of company- Computer hardware that has previously been of value to 
construction companies in most cases is not able to handle the demands of the graphically 
oriented material presented in a web page. 
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b) Technical limitations of architect- For a project team to function within the environment 
of a psws, the architect must have the capability to post drawings to the web. The form 
of posting must be viewable with downloading capabilities to enable project team 
members to utilize this information. 
c) Technical limitations of sub-contractors-Most obviously, sub-contractor's project 
managers must have computer systems, some amount of computer savvy, and modem 
capabilities. 
d) Compatible software files- With the abilities of Adobe Acrobat Reader this problem can 
be resolved. The reader allows participants to view drawings and text generated by many 
different software programs in a PDF file. 
e) Hardware too old and slow- The real improvements for psws primarily lie in speed. The 
end user has to feel their time is being well spent downloading files and information if it 
is going to take longer than a few minutes. 486 computers and 28.8 modems will limit the 
use of a psws. Telephone and e-mail interviews with current users of psws indicated that 
one of the largest annoyances of a psws is the slow response time. This problem seems to 
be one that only improved modem connections, Pentium chips, and enlarged hard drives 
can solve. 
f) Project participants buy in to psws concept- Another area for improvement is the selling 
of this idea to owners, architects, and subcontractors. Granger Construction performed a 
partnering session at the beginning of the implementation of their 
project web site. Tim believes this helped the various project participants buy into the 
psws idea. Pushing information out to subs and suppliers through their faxes modems, 
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and e-mail may be a necessary first step for developing an awareness of this technology. 
Then these outside users can rely on the web-site as the repository of the project database. 
g) Know-how to obtain and configure plug-ins- This partnering session also gave Granger a 
chance to do a little training on the use of the psws, file formatting, and some other 
technical issues. We believe that people will stay motivated to utilize this technology if 
its use and purpose are clearly explained at inception 
h) Getting files saved into a form that can be downloaded, viewed, revised, etc. by multiple 
types of software programs- A solvable problem through the use of the Adobe Acrobat 
Reader Plug-in. Users posting information must have Adobe Acrobat Writer 4.0 to be 
able to write the information that is posted to the psws. 
3.3.4 Information that should be contained in a Project Website 
The following list was developed based on information included in e-mail responses 
to project specific website content inquires. Contractors were asked their opinjon about what 
information was most useful when posted to a website. 
1. Publish current pictures, some info about project 
2. Publishing schedules 
3. RFI submittal 
4. Meeting minutes 
5. Posting sketches 
6. Change Order logs 
7. Submittal logs 
8. Tracking of meeting times and dates 
9. Status Reports to project participants 
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Information included in ProjectCenter (a psws development package): 
1. Project team directory 
















Log generated with date and description 
6. Discussion page 
Framed application showing discussion log in top half of screen, and selected 
discussion in bottom half 
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3.4 Anticipated Benefits Based on Phase I Research 
The anticipated benefits are widely speculated upon by vendors of project specific 
website solutions. However, when looking at all of the information and after conversing with 
contractors using web technology for project information, the benefits fall into the three main 
categories of increased productivity and communication, and cost savings. 
3.4.1 Productivity Benefits 
The information housed on any website is available twenty-four hours a day, seven 
days a week from any location with an analog telephone line in the world. This fact alone 
lends credibility to the belief that project specific websites can aid significantly in the 
productivity of project participants. Information that normally would only be available when 
one is attached directly to a server can now be seen from anywhere if it is posted to the 
website, allowing project interaction without time or geographical constraints (Reisman 
1998). 
Project websites also have the potential to aid in productivity by increasing process 
efficiency. Traditionally, construction has relied on the push of information to manage 
projects. In this model, information is sent, faxed, etc to project participants resulting in an 
excess of information that is out or order and many times irrelevant. In short, too little useful 
information is available (Reisman 1998). In contrast, websites advocate a pulling model by 
allowing the employee, individual, contractor, or owner the opportunity to control their own 
information flow. Information is accessed as it is necessary for the user, with less confusion 
and time savings being the end result (Reisman 1998). 
3.4.2 Communication Benefits 
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The second major area that project websites have the potential to impact is 
communication. Project websites have the ability to provide a repository for the central 
communications of an organization and the project team. These repositories could become 
the hub of project objectives, guidelines, and best practices taking information outward from 
the top management and downward to the project level (Reisman 1998). In reverse they can 
also provide decentralized learning and tools for knowledge creation among team~, moving 
information inward and upward (Reisman 1998). 
3.4.3 Cost Saving Benefits 
Ultimately, the decision to develop a project website may come down to cost for 
many contractors. While developing a website is not an inexpensive activity, project 
websites have the potential to lower many project costs. These costs revolve around the 
paper distribution of project information. Printing and faxing or mailing meeting minutes, 
requests for information, and submittal information not only have a material cost associated 
with them, but also a labor charge. The material cost can be erased by posting information to 
a website, and the distribution time can be significantly decreased to a minimum effort of 
updating the website and informing the appropriate parties via e-mail (Zilles 1998). 
Project websites can also impact the travel and telephone costs associated with 
construction projects. Images with a field condition can be posted to a website with a 
problem explanation for an architect or engineer to view and respond to. This could mean a 
significant reduction in the amount of time architects and engineers spend traveling to a 
project site and in tum billing the project for. 
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CHAPTER 4: DEVELPMENT OF COMP ANY 
SPECIFICATION (PHASE II) 
Weitz Company personnel were interviewed to begin the process of developing an 
internal project specific website specification. The purpose ofthis exercise was to determine 
what information was most important for project success, and what was most sensitive. In 
addition, interviewees were asked their opinions on the frequency of updates, the training 
that would be necessary to maintain a site. The Project Control System (PCS) outline used in 
the following discussions is a copyrighted material of The Weitz Company, Inc. and is 
reproduced with permission of The Weitz Company, Inc. 
4.1 Interview with Amy Fetters, The Weitz Company Project Engineer 4-9-98 
Iowa Methodist Medical Center 
Amy was asked to provide a list of documents generated by Weitz during the 
construction process at Iowa Methodist Medical Center (IMMC). In addition, Amy 
identified whether these documents would be considered for internal company use, or for 
project team member distribution. Responses are in bold next to tlleir respective entries in 
the PCS Outline structure. 
PCS OUTLINE 
C.1 PCS Table of Contents 
C.2 PCS Project Directory 
C.3 PCS Procedures (Exist on WeitzNet) (Internal) 
C.4 Contract (Per Entity) 
C.4.1 Contract (Coordinator generatedN AX system) 
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C.4.2 Bonds and Insurance (Coordinator generated/VAX system) 
. C.4.3 Approved change orders (PM, Prolog) 
C.4.4 Pending C.O. - Construction Change Authorizations (PM, Prolog) 
C.4.5 Rejected Change Orders (PM, Prolog) 
C.4.6 Time Extension Requests 
C.4. 7 Related Work Orders (By Hand) 
C.4.8 Monthly Pay Applications (Lotus spreadsheet) 
C.5 Cost (Internal) 
C.5 .1 Final Estimate and Coded Estimate (VAX) 
C.5.2 Alternatives (VAX) 
C.5.3 C.O. Estimate (VAX) 
C.5.4 Cost Distribution and Code Adjustments (VAX) 
C.5 .5 Take-off Sheets and Preliminary Estimates (By Hand) 
C.5.6 Labor Reports (VAX/Accounting) 
C.5.7 Material Reports (VAX/Accounting) 
C.5.8 Equipment Reports (VAX/Accounting) 
C.5.9 Summary Reports (VAX/Accounting) 
C.5.10 Pending Quotes (By Hand) 
C.6 Schedule (All Access) 
C.6.1 Schedule (Suretrak) 
C.6.2 Material Expediting Report (Not used) 
C.7 Progress Reports (Prolog, on almost weekly basis) (All Access) 
C.8 Team Conference Reports (Prolog, meeting Minutes Module) (All Access) 
C. 8.1 Owner/ Architect Conferences 
C.8.2 Sub Conferences 
C.8.3 Other Conferences 
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C.8 Team Communication (Prolog, Communications log) (Per Entity) 
C.9.1 Communication - Owner 
C.9.2 Communication - Architect 
C.9.3 Communication - Engineer 
C.9.4 Communication - Soils Engineer 
C.9.5 Communication - Surveyor 
C.9.6 Communication - City 
C.9.7 Communication - Utilities 
C.9.8 Communication - Weitz Internal 
C.10 Action Lists (Prolog) (All Access) 
1. Computer generated vs. not, invoices, drawings 
Most drawings received at the Iowa Methodist jobsite are hand drawn, invoices are 
about half computer generated and half-typed. Most will use a letterhead and print on 
it from the computer. 
2. What are the subcontractors' technology abilities? 
Most subcontractors on the Iowa Methodist job have computers, but do not have an 
Internet connection. 
3. Type of jobsite network connection? 
4. Computers at the Iowa Methodistjobsite have access to The Weitz Company's corporate 
Intranet, and Prolog from the Iowa Division server. The Internet connection does not 
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allow browsing of the World Wide Web. Amy is running Pro log off an ISDN 
connection to The Weitz Company server, and Jack the superintendent runs Prolog 
off Amy's machine with Amy updating the database at The Weitz Company home 
office once a week. 
5. Can you have Intranet and Prolog running at the same time? 
Yes. 
6. Do you have a browser installed on these computers? 
Yes, with no actual Internet connection 
7. Where are the technology gaps? 
The website is best utilized between owner, architect, mechanical sub, electrical sub, 
and steel fabricator. 
8. What is your level of experience with the Internet, and what kind of help will you need to 
maintain a webpage? 
Amy's experience with the Internet is primarily using a web browser. She has never 
used FrontPage to generate a webpage. Amy indicated she would need training and 
assistance to begin that process. 
4.2 Phone Interview with Michael Hass, The Weitz Company Project Engineer 4-16-98 
Philadelphia Baptist Home 
[Note: Interview consisted of more general questions than that with Amy Fetters due to the 
medium of contact] 
1. Looking through the PCS structure, which documents are being generated in Prolog, 
Lotus, Word Perfect, or VAX? 
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Prolog is used for most of the project related documents.VAX system used for the 
accounting functions. Michael uses the word processor for change orders, RFI' s and 
"Dunning" letters. 
2. Which documents are considered internal vs. external? 
Anything involving dollars, cost to The Weitz Company considered internal 
Meeting minutes are currently public, but OAC conferences will probably become 
restricted. 
3. What is the level of technology utilized by the owner, architect, and subcontractors on 
your project? 
The project owner has a website, the architect has Internet access, and the. 
mechanical/electrical, sitework, and precast contractors all have Internet access. 
4. What is your network connection? 
Michael is using a laptop with a 33.6 KB modem connection. He has been instructed 
to update the existing website daily using this dial-up connection 
5. What is the buy-in level so far? 
Architect still wants everything to be sent in a hard copy fashion, and the owner has 
no electronic transfer abilities. They do have email but don't use it. 
6. What is the process do you use to determine if e-mail needs to be turned into an RFI? 
Michael logs every e-mail inquiry that involves a scope change as an RFL Those that 
are about general processes he answers via e-mail response. After a phone 
conversation, Michael will send an RFI for approval and verification of the 
discussion. 
7. Computer generated vs. not, invoices, drawings 
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The steel shops are hand drawn. The precast drawings are digital but are transmitted 
on paper. Many electronic drawings are shared via email such as 
Mech/Elec/Plumb/Fire sprinkler. The Mech/Elec/Plumb/Fire all use ACAD R13. 
The Weitz Company had to pay extra for the electronic versions. 
8. What are the subcontractors' technology abilities? 
Some of the subs DEMANDED electronic drawings (frre sprinkler, ductwork), others 
do not have an Internet connection. There is a wide spectrum of abilities. 
9. Where are the technology gaps? . 
The largest technology gap exists with the smaller subcontractors on the project. The 
website is probably best utilized between owner, architect, mechanical sub, electrical 
sub. 
10. What is your level of experience with the Internet, and what kind of help will you need to 
maintain a webpage? 
Michael was asked to learned FrontPage to maintain the Philadelphia Baptist Home 
PSWS. He is does not feel totally comfortable with th~ software now. 
4.3 Preliminary Proiect Website Specification 
A preliminary project specific website specification was developed based upon the 
information collected in the literature review portion of this thesis. Major emphasis of the 
specification centered on the content of the websites, and the access rights given to that 
information. The specification acted as a guide in for the development of The Weitz 
Company's project specific websites in the case study phase of research. The specification is 
numbered using a Construction Specification Institute (www.csi.com) outline organization. 
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SECTION XXXX 
PROJECT SPECIFIC WEBSITE REQUIREMENTS 
PART 1- GENERAL 
1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 
A. Definition of project specific website 
B. Intent of project specific website 
C. Content 
D. Access 
E. Storage of information 
F. Pull of information 
1.02 DEFINITION OF PROJECT SPECIFIC WEBSITE 
A. Website that contains project specific information to facilitate the transfer of 
information among multiple project participants while providing a record of the 
construction process 
B. Access is limited to project participants 
1.03 INTENT OF PROJECT SPECIFIC WEBSITE 
A. Provide a definitive record of the construction process that is accessible 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week from any location in the world 
B. Provide a universal interface for project participants that does not require the 
purchase of special software beyond basic computer/Internet connection 
1.04 CONTENT 
A. Every attempt shall be made to limit webpage size to less than 50KB to facilitate 
expedient information transfer 
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B. Hyperlinks to pages over 50KB shall carry a user warning 
C. Documents requiring a special plug-in to read shall carry a user warning 
D. Project specific websites shall include but are not limited to the following documents 
from the PCS organizational structure 
C.2 PCS Project Directory 
C.6 Schedule 
C. 7 Progress Reports 
C.8 Team Conference Reports 
C.8.1 Owner/Architect Conferences 
C.8.2 Sub Conferences 
C.8.3 Other Conferences 
C.9 Team Communication 
C. 9 .1 Communication - Owner 
C.9.2 Communication -Architect 
C.9.3 Communication-Engineer 
C.9.4 Communication- Soils Engineer 
C.9.5 Communication- Surveyor 
C.9.6 Communication-City 
C.9.7 Communication- Utilities 
C. l O Action Lists 
C.13 Scope Changes 
C.13.1 Revised drawings, supplemental instruction, clarification 
drawings 
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C.13.2 Proposal Requests 
C.14 Project Management 
C.14.2 Submittal Log 
C.14.3 Daily Reports 
C.14.5 Test Results 
C.14.6 Architect or Engineer's Observations/Inspections 
C.14. 7 Owner Observations 
C.14.8 Government Inspections 
C.14.10 Miscellaneous 
C.14.11 Subcontract and Material Status Report 
C.15 Project Closeout 
C.15.3 Punch Lists 
1.05 ACCESS 
A. Project specific websites shall have first level password protection allowing only 
team participants to view information 
B. Project specific websites shall use a disallow command in the ROBOTS.TXT file in 
the root web directory to refuse unauthorized web searches 
C. Project specific websites shall be further protected so that access to sensitive 
information is limited by the web server as follows: 
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C.2 PCS Project Directory (ALL) 
C.6 Schedule (ALL) 
C. 7 Progress Reports (ALL) 
C.8 Team Conference Reports (ALL) 
C.8.1 Owner/Architect Conferences 
C.8.2 Sub Conferences 
C.8.3 Other Conferences 
C.9 Team Communication (PER ENTITY) 
C.9.1 Communication - Owner 
C.9.2 Communication-Architect 
C.9.3 Communication - Engineer 
C.9.4 Communication - Soils Engineer 
C.9.5 Communication - Surveyor 
C.9.6 Communication-City 
C.9.7 Communication- Utilities 
C.10 Action Lists (ALL) 
C.13 Scope Changes 
C.13 .1 Revised drawings, supplemental instruction, clarification 
drawings (ALL) 
C.13.2 Proposal Requests (PER ENTITY) 
C.14 Project Management (ALL) 
C.14.2 Submittal Log 
C.14.3 Daily Reports 
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C.14.5 Test Results 
C.14.6 Architect or Engineer's Observations/Inspections 
C.14. 7 Owner Observations 
C.14. 8 Government Inspections 
C.14.10 Miscellaneous 
C.14.11 Subcontract and Material Status Report 
C.15 Project Closeout (ALL) 
C.15.3 Punch Lists 
1.06 STORAGE OF INFORMATION 
A. All documents posted to the project specific website shall be denoted by PCS job 
number and document ID, a descriptive filename, and generation date 
B. The Weitz Company to maintain this information for duration of the project. 
Individuals are responsible for hard copy version maintenance of the information. 
1.07 PULL OF INFORMATION 
A. URL E-mails shall be sent to relevant project participants at the time of a project 
specific website update 
EXAMPLE In the body of an e-mail type the URL of the updated page or 
pages as follows: www.weitz.com/project prolog/xxx.html 
B. As with the U.S. Mail receipt of the information is assumed, therefore accurate, 
current e-mail addresses are required. 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 COMPUTER HARDWARE 





B. Minimum RAM of 32 MB 
C. Minimum processor speed of 100 Mhz 
D. Minimum modem speed of 33.6K 
2.02 NEW COrvIPUTER HARDWARE PURCHASES 
A. Minimum hard drive capacity of 4 GB 
B. Minimum RAM of 32 - 64 MB 
C. Minimum processor speed of 266 Mhz 
D. Minimum 20X CD-ROM 
2.03 PSWS CREATION COrvIPUTER SOFTWARE (June 1998) 
A. Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 3 or 4 I Netscape Navigator Personal Edition, 
Version 2, Gold, Version 3.0 or equal 
B. Adobe Acrobat Reader (free download from 
http://www.adobe.com/prodindex/acrobat/readstep.html) or equal 
C. Adobe Acrobat Writer or equal 
D. WHIP AutoCAD Viewer (free download from 
http://www.autodesk.com/products/whip/index. htm) or equal 
E. Microsoft FrontPage 98 or equal 
2.04 PSWS VIEWING COrvIPUTER SOFTWARE 
A. Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 3 or 4 I Netscape Navigator Personal Edition, 
Version 2, Gold, Version 3.0 or equal 
B. Adobe Acrobat Reader (free download from 
http://vvrww.adobe.com/prodindex/acrobat/readstep.html) or equal 
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C. WHIP AutoCAD Viewer (free download from 
http://www. autodesk. com/products/whip/index.htm) or equal 
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 MAINTENANCE 
A. Project specific websites shall be updated no less than weekly 
B. URL E-mail notification of the non-routine update shall be sent to relevant project 
participants 
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CHAPTER 5: WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT (PHASE IIIA) 
There are many systems available for web development. These fall into different 
categories of proprietary and development driven applications. Proprietary software such as 
e-Builder(TM), ProjectCenter(TM), or Frametech offer owners the option of developing 
project web sites without investing time, energy, or resources into acquiring the necessary 
skills to operate the webs. These systems only require uploading of project information. 
Development driven applications take a much smaller initial monetary investment, 
but require a greater amount of time for maintenance. Software programs such as Microsoft 
FrontPage 98 allow users to create useful and attractive websites without knowing 
programming languages such as JavaScript, or HTML. These development packages allow a 
contractor complete control of a project web. 
5.1 FrontPage 98 
The Weitz Company, Inc. chose to utilize its previous experience with FrontPage 98 
when implementing project websites. This is a program the company's information 
management group, Information Technology Group, has significant experience with. ITG 
employees typically develop the web structure, but do not maintain the project websites. 
FrontPage 98 is really two different applications rolled into one package. The web 
management tool, FrontPage Explorer provides a Windows Explorer type atmosphere for 
users. In the FrontPage Explorer mode, users develop the website architecture by developing 
filing systems such as one would to organize data on a PC. New files may be created, old 
files deleted, renamed, or moved with ease. Microsoft provides a tool that is consistent with 
their line of Office Suite products. 
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It is in FrontPage Explorer that a website is organized and maintained. New 
information files are imported via FrontPage Explorer from the user's hard drive, a network 
drive, or the web itself. Files may also be exported to local or network drives. 
FrontPage Editor is the second half of the FrontPage 98 program set. In editor mode, 
users manipulate actual HTML files through a graphical user interface, or GUI. More 
simply, users manipulate the files by using word processor type toolbars, and menus, but 
without ever entering HTML code. FrontPage Editor does allow users to enter code, but the 
GUI is the primary method of editing. 
5.2 Prolog 
5.2.1 General Project Information 
The Weitz Company, Inc. has recently adopted Prolog Manager as their project 
management software after an extensive search for such a system. Two programs were 
selected that could meet The Weitz Company's need for a project management system. The 
system had to be capable of storing information from the superintendent, project engineer, 
project manager, and project coordinator. Another chief requirement was the ability to 
customize the software to fit in with other Weitz systems. The Weitz Company's Project 
Control System filing organization had to tie into the software. The reports generated by the 
software had to be Weitz customizable. It was also required that the graphical user interface 
(GUI) be easily manipulated by The Weitz Company. 
Pro log Manager and Primavera' s Expedition were both considered as project 
management software. At the time of The Weitz Company's initial purchase, Primavera's 
Expedition was struggling to make the transition from a DOS based interface to a GUI or 
Windows interface. This was not acceptable in the eyes of The Weitz Company. The 
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application purchased needed to be easily navigable and user friendly in every way. Prolog 
Manager was selected on these merits. 
Prolog Manager integrates cost control, engineering, and superintending functions 
into one central location for a project team. Instead of having many computer files relating 
to the project scattered between three or four project team members, now the information 
resides in a central database. This database provides a much easier method of data 
management combined with a powerful search engine. Prolog Manager plays an integral part 
in the success of The Weitz Company Company projects. 
Prolog Manager's main interface contains modules for costs, engineering, 
superintending, reports, queries, tables, and maintenance as shown in figure 2. The Weitz 
Company uses the first three buttons of cost, engineer, and superintending for day to day 
project functions. 
Within each of these buttons are data entry fields for information related to the job 
function. For example, under the superintending menu includes data options for safety 
notices and punchlist items ( figure 3 ). The engineering button contains meeting minute and 
request for information functions ( figure 4 ). The cost icon integrates the ability to write 
contracts and change orders (figure 5). 
Each of the menu items is connected to a graphical interface that allows users to 
easily enter data into a searchable database. These database entry forms collect the data that 
The Weitz Company wanted to share across the Internet in a password protected 
environment. 
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~l Prolog Manage, - C:\PROL064\PROJECTS\SAMPLE.PMD l!l[il £i 
Figure 2. Prolog interface 
OFFICE RELATED INFORMATION 
Meeting Minutes 
Figure 3. Prolog superintendent menu 
Daily labor/Equipment/Work 
Figure 4. Prolog engineer menu 
COST CONTROLLING 
,;!.,pplicabon ror P.~yment 
BudgetC~ 
BliC,get Control 
Change Order Rs-quests 
Contract i nvo1c~ 
Pnn1e Contr act/S ubcontr ,:,ets/ PO 
General l nvO!ces 
Potential Ch,mge Items 
Pnrne Contract Change l]r,jers 
Not U ;-ed 1 
Not Us;;d 2 
- Sub Amendments/PO Corrections 
Figure 5. Prolog cost control menu 
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5.2.2 Prolog Report Conversion 
The challenge for web design was to integrate the reports generated by this powerful 
tool into a form that could be viewed on a website. Prolog Manager reports are not a 
recognized form to anything but a printer. The reports are generated in template made by a 
program called Crystal Reports. Figure 6 shows a Prolog reported opened in Crystal Reports. 
Database fields pull information from the Prolog database into each report. This program 
combines a graphical interface with the Microsoft Access database fields that run Prolog, 
@sys.Title 
.... 1 
. ;::~:--·,\., ,,..~.,.;cr.:-·:;0.,>:z,:r::::.~:~;.;:<:.:c;.=:-':'::;__ __ ~:-<· = -~ - <E&,--;i.; ..... _c: ,.,,:;..-~w:.5i£~i 
·, -,. - . ·- - . ··.~ ~--~.2£ ;~~:. \=$$tk:P\i~¾ 7:zs~~~cJ~--=::: _' . r ~.:J·· __ 074 F~:--~-~'. :iYE:~:0-~ lEfEFf /4 
Figure 6. Crystal Reports interface 
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but is not necessary to run the reports in Prolog. Crystal Reports is only necessary if a user 
wants to modify existing Crystal Reports. The reports are empty until Prolog Manager 
provides the information to fill the form fields. 
The Crystal Reports interface allows The Weitz Company to add a logo to each 
report, customize the appearance of information within the report by changing fonts and text 
attributes, customize the report content by adding database fields, and sort the information 
contained in the report by specifying field criteria. In figure 6 we see a Logo field in the 
upper left hand corner. This image was inserted into the report that came bundled with the 
"shrink wrapped" version of Pro log. Using Crystal Reports, one could edit the font type or 
make a field larger so that more text can appear on one line. The Crystal Reports interface 
also establishes the ordering of information within the document. For example in a project 
directory, a company may be described by name, type (general contractor, consultant, owner, 
etc.) and trade ( structural steel, electrical, concrete, etc.). Through the use of Crystal Reports, 
The Weitz Company's project directories are programmed to sort first by the type of 
company, then by trade. Companies that do not have a trade description will appear 
alphabetically at the beginning of each "type" section, with companies containing trade 
description following in alphabetic order. This is just one example of the use of Crystal 
Reports with Prolog Manager. 
Pro log allowed The Weitz Company to develop and refine the reports that came 
bundled with the product. This fact was important to the development of the project 
websites. Because Pro log allows so much flexibility in the modification of its reports The 
Weitz Company was able to establish common sets of reports that are considered standard 
around the company. What this meant to the development of project websites was a 
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consistent web presence around the company. The reports that need posting are for the most 
part, the same Prolog generated reports. There is a consistent look and feel to the forms used 
in all The Weitz Company projects. Instead of one project engineer using a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet for a project directory, and another using a Word Perfect document, all project 
directories come from Prolog. 
Getting reports from Prolog Manager into a web format was the next requirement for 
the success of The Weitz Company project websites. Prolog Manager is able to convert 
reports to HTML. Unfortunately the resulting information does not meet Microsoft's "what 
you see is what you get" (WYSIWYG) standard. Many formatting features are lost or 
transformed inappropriately during the transfer. Too many software packages make the 
claim of having HTML conversion capabilities only to lose valuable information or 
formatting in the process. 
Figure 7 shows an example of a meeting minute report generated within Prolog 
Manager. The report merges information from the Prolog entry fields into the Crystal Report 
template. One can clearly see that the report is neat, orderly, and linearly coordinated. The 
image shown is a screen capture of a print preview within Prolog. When printing to a serial 
printer, the document looks exactly the same as this figure. 
Prolog provides a way for reports to be converted directly into HTML language. This 
process is shown in figure 8. When printing a Prolog report, one has the option to save the 
information to a file. One of the file format options available is an HTML conversion. 
However, like many programs that claim to have the ability to convert file information from 
normal form to an HTML status, Prolog lacks in its efforts. Figure 9 shows an exampie of 
the same meeting minute report shown in figure 7 after an HTML conversion. 
,,,,, a,,, 
Acme Construction Ltd. 
Northern Hospltal MRI 
MRI 2045 
2100 Pine Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90025 
Tel: 916-641-3080 
owner/Architect'Contractor Meeting 4 
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Date I Start I End I Next Meetina I 
9/26/1994 I 09:00arn I 11 :00am I 9/1211994 I 
Puroose Location 
Weekly Construction Progress Construction T:railer 
100 South Evans Street 
Santa Rose.. CA 96451 
Attended Bv 
Acme Construction Ltd. - Forrest 
Frank Lank Construction Company - Chow 
Lee, Bloom, Leventhal - Lahood 
Northern Hospitals Inc . - Westfall 
Pomeroy Engineering - Siefken 
Rocklin and Balboa - Franklin 
Smith Martinez and Wilson - Lewis 
Figure 7. Prolog generated meeting minutes 
1vieeting Minutes 
[PCS) 
File PCS C.8.1 
Meeting: Owner/Architect/Contractor No. 4 
Report Date: 9/26f1994 
Printed on: 211 7 f1 999 
Next Time I Preoared Bv 
09:00arn I G=t Hughes 
General Notes 
Approved Changes to Date: $53,280 
Pending Changes to Date: $92,110 
Approved Time Extensions: 5 days 
Pending Time Extensions: 10 days 
Cooies To 
Atlas Roofing and Waterproofing- Tham 
Biggeraco Construction Ltd. - Rutherford 
E.E. BlosomConstructionCorp. - O'Reilly 
Intelisense, Inc . - Onen 
Irish Concrete - Young 
Lotto Constructors of LA, Inc. - Dys 
Merton Intemational 
Middle Rest Corpo:ration - Botha 
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Figure 8. Prolog HTML conversion capability 
i','JMfJ 
Acme Construction Ltd. 
Nort hern Hospital MRI 
MRI 2045 
2100 Pine Street 





File PCS C.8.1 
Meeting: Owner/Architect/Contractor No. 4 
Re port Date: 9/26/1994 
Printed on: 2/1711999 
OwnerJArchltect/Contractor Meeting 4 
Date Start End Next 
Meeting 
Next Time Prepared By 
9126/1994 
Purpose 
09:00arn 11 :OO!lltl 9112/1 994 09 OOam Gran!. Hughes 
Weekly Construction Progress 
Attended By 
Acme Construction Ltd. - Forrest 
Frank Lank Construction Compeny- Chow 
Lee, Bloom, Levenlhsl- Lahood 
NorthemHosp1tals Inc . - Westfall 
Pomeroy Engineering - Siefken 
Rocklin e.nd Balboa- Franklin 
Smilh Martinez: and Wilson. Lewis 
Location General Notes 
Construcuon Trailer 
100 South Evans Street 
S11nh Roso, CA 96451 
Approved Changes to Date : $53,280 
Pencl!ngChanges to Date: $92,110 
Approved Time Exterunons: 5 de.ys 
Pen~ Time Extensions· 10 do.ys 
Copies To 
AUas Roofing end Waterproofing- Tham 
Eiggeraco Construction Ltd .. Rulherford 
E.E. Elosom Construction Corp. - O'Reilly 
Inu!isense, Inc . - Onen 
Irish Concrete - Young 
Lotto Constructors of LA. Inc . • Dys 
Merton International 
Middle Rest Corporation - Botha 
Item Summary of Meeting Responsibilty Due Date 
General Business 
Figure 9. Prolog HTML file conversion 
Last Mod 
The HTML file loses all of the vertical and horizontal lines present in the normal 
Prolog report. No information is lost in the transfer, but the formatting changes significantly 
when transferring into HTML. While the report is still legible, it is not an acceptable 
document for Weitz to post to the Internet. Owners, architects, and other outside parties 
involved in a construction project become accustomed to seeing reports generated by Prolog. 
Posting a report that is converted to HTML within Prolog does not create a consistent image 
for the contractor. A contractor boasting a project website needs to have reports and 
information available that are of a consistent look and feel with standard company 
documents. 
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Unfortunately, the problem of conversion a Prolog generated report to the HTML 
format is shared by nearly all applications that generate information useful to the 
construction process. Suretrak, Primavera, or Microsoft Project schedules all lack integrity 
when written to an HTML format. Microsoft Word, Excel, Lotus, and Word Perfect 
document conversions are corrupted by the file translation. 
5.3 Adobe Acrobat 
The best answer available to these problems lies in the Adobe Acrobat collection of 
programs. Adobe Acrobat Writer is a software program that takes a snapshot of a file and 
"prints" it to a file on the user's drive of choice. No paper is used, the file is stored away 
with a PDF (portable document format) extension. As an example, if a project engineer 
generated a Pro log set of meeting minutes, the information would appear as in figure 7. The 
user can choose to print this information to a serial printer attached to their machine either 
locally or through a network, or they may choose to print the information to the Acrobat 
Writer. This "printer" actually creates a PDF file and saves it to a location determined by the 
user. This pdf file is saved with a filename that indicates to the user the report that it 
contains. 
Figure 10 gives an example of the PDF writing process. The background shows 
Prolog report being chosen and spooled to the Acrobat Writer. The report was a "Hotlist" 
from April 30th, 1999. This file is being saved on the user's C:\temp directory with the 
filename htls043099.pdf. File naming conventions are a necessary part of website 










Figure 10. Generation of a PDF file within Prolog 
The PDF format does present a bit of a challenge within the Prolog environment. In 
Prolog when printing, one is not given typical printing options. Under the File menu where 
one would typically find the options of print and printer setup, Pro log has no print options. 
In Figure 11 we see the File menu for Prolog Manager 4.2. No reference to printing appears. 
To specify a printer in Prolog, one must either change the default print settings by 
choosing a default printer through the Printers path, or a user can change 
print settings directly in Prolog through the Print menu. These options are shown in figures 
12 and 13. 
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~J Prolog Manager - C:\PAOLOG4\PAOJECTS\ TCI.P 
Figure 11. Prolog file menu options 
This printing arrangement creates a difficulty for project webmasters that are 
responsible for updating the project information. The default printer for the computer ( or 
specific printer if one is chosen within Prolog) will print the final report. Generally this is a 
serial printer that is making a hardcopy of information. Switching between the default 
printer and a specific printer, or going out to Printers and manually 
changing the default printer is viewed as an extra step that makes updating the website more 
difficult, time consuming, and confusing. 
Prolog is the only program that the author has encountered that has such printing 
choices. Generally, the PDF printer is a choice under the Print option. The two ways 
that have been mentioned to change the printer settings, whether within Prolog or within the 
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Figure 12. Prolog default printer option 
Figure 13. Changing to a specific printer within Prolog 
The default printer for Prolog 
is chosen in this box. 
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Windows start menu, both have the same end result. Setting the default printer within 
the Windows start menu permanently changes the default printer. Changing the printer port 
within Prolog (figure 13) by choosing a specific printer will automatically change the default 
printer setting within Windows. The Printer Specific Printer choice within 
Prolog (figure 13) performs the same function as the Windows printer settings. 
The PDF file type can be read by anyone with a free plug-in downloaded from the 
web. Adobe Acrobat has become quite common for web postings, and the formatting is truly 
WYSIWYG. The information does not go through any transformation from one file type to 
another, it is simply copied digitally. PDF files can be seamlessly integrated into websites. 
This file type was the answer to many of The Weitz Company's project website problems 
because it not only generates Prolog reports, but also can "print" from any program. 
Another feature of the Adobe Acrobat suite is the Acrobat Exchange program. This 
tool allows users to add bookmarks within longer PDF documents, setup form fields, add 
hyperlinks to information within the document, and perhaps most importantly for project 
webs, password protection of information. 
Project web administrators need to be able to partition off sections of websites for use 
only by certain people. Not all users should be allowed to view all of the information. For 
example, a builder may not want subcontractors to read meeting minutes from an 
Owner/ Architect/Engineer meeting. Comments about a particular subcontractor's progress 
of work may be made that are not meant for that subcontractor to read or know about. This is 
one reason that Adobe Acrobat is such a good match with project website management. 
Administrators have the ability to uniquely password each document they post to a web. 
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Adobe Acrobat has the ability to convert any printable file format into a PDF file. 
This is a significant advantage for construction website developers when one considers the 
cost associated with the software used by construction companies. If an owner, architect or 
subcontractor had to purchase Suretrak, Prolog, and AutoCAD to view all the files on a 
website, the cost would be prohibitive. But, as previously discussed a free plug-in is 
available on the web that reads the PDF format. Adobe Acrobat is also relatively 
inexpensive compared with programs that perform the same function. 
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY (PHASE 111B) 
6.1 PCS Web Organization 
The Weitz Company originally felt that their project websites should reflect the 
structure provided by the Project Control System that had been developed inside the 
company for document management. The Project Control System breaks project information 
into fourteen main areas as discussed and defined in Chapter 4. At the inception of the 
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Figure 14. Website with PCS organization 
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The user would then choose a category such as Construction Phase (hyperlink on the 
left hand side of figure 14) and be faced with another menu that notes the fourteen main areas 
of construction. The user will have to again make a choice, such as team conference reports. 
This leads to another screen such as figure 15. At this point the user realizes that the team 
conference report section contains meeting minute records for subcontractor and owner, 
architect, contractor meetings. This is not intuitive deduction to a web user that is unfamiliar 
with The Weitz Company's PCS filing structure. By looking at title team conference reports 
one would not automatically assume that meeting minutes were contained in this module. 
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Upon reaching the team conference report section page, the web user still has to 
choose which report to look at. This process of drilling down is repeated for each menu item 
on the initial page. That makes a minimum of three steps to find information. Each step 
taking the user to a different screen that is farther from the original home. The question 
arises, once the user gets to team conference reports, how do they get back to the 
construction phase main page? The navigation options ''up", "back", and "next" are seen in 
figure 16. But these are confusing to a web user that is unfamiliar with FrontPage web 
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Figure 16. Third level of web organization in the PCS 
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It is critical that project webs be intuitive to the end user, specifically to the untrained 
end user that may have little to no exposure to a contractor's information management 
system. Ideally, anyone with access to a project website should be able to find the 
information they seek in a minimum amount of time, or at least make the realization that they 
have searched the entire website for that information and it is either present or does not exist 
on the webpage. 
This navigation structure makes information difficult to access, and confusing for 
non-Weitz users. Architects, designers, owners, and subcontractors that are unfamiliar with 
the PCS structure would become frustrated trying to access information from a project web 
before they were able to find what they were looking for. 
Another difficulty with webs structured using PCS is the method in which FrontPage 
98 facilitates maintenance. If any one file in the FrontPage structure is deleted that contains 
files below it in the hierarchy, the lower files will no longer know where they fit in the 
website. For example if the file represented by the blue box in figure 1 7 were deleted, the 
result would be an unlinking of all files below this file. This is especially critical when the 
home or default page is moved or deleted accidentally. This can be done very quickly and 
inadvertently. If the home file is moved or deleted, the rest of the web does not understand 
the linking hierarchy. While only the home file will be deleted entirely from the website, the 
remaining files will no longer have hyperlinks to one another. 
Two different projects were targeted as beta testers for project webs using the 
initial PCS organization. These included: 
IMMC OB (www.weitz.com/x322) 
Color Converting (www.weitz.com/x32l) 
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Figure 17. FrontPage 98 PCS web structure 
A third web candidate was the Iowa Health Systems Special Projects division. This web 
would require a different structure than other The Weitz Company sites 
(www.weitz.com/cihc-sp ). 
The three early sites (x32 l, x322, r345) all share a common look and feel. These 
sites are arranged around the project control systems (PCS) format. The web PCS setup 
allows information to be added to the design and construction phases, along with a project 
drawings and contacts folder. 
The cihc-sp web had a different format due to the dynamic nature of the special 
projects division. This web provided contact, budget, schedule, and meeting minute 
information for multiple projects. It was not practical to setup individual PCS organized sites 
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for each of the special projects because the entire duration of some projects might only be 
five days. The unique structure of the special projects web will be discussed later in this 
paper. 
6.2 Web Setup 
The process of setting up a project web site using the PCS structure was identical for 
each of the initial projects. The information and organization for each website is the same 
when the project begins because at inception there is no project specific information within 
the web. This fact made it possible to setup a project website template web. Through 
FrontPage 98, web administrators were then able to copy this template web each time a new 
web was requested. This web setup process is described as follows: 
Step 1. Call ITG to setup the project web domain address. For example a job with 
the project number of x999 would need a www.weitz.com/x999 domain. Steve Simpson at 
Information Technology Group, a Weitz affiliated company and the host of all The Weitz 
Company websites is responsible for the initial setup of all webs. At the origination of a 
web, Steve also sets up security schemes within the website. 
Step 2. Import and link the PCS template files. A web named PCS Template 
exists under the domain name www.weitz.com/pcs template. This web is copied to the new 
project domain name using the import command within FrontPage 98. Once the files are 
imported, they must be linked in the proper hierarchy to match the PCS organizational 
structure. 
Step 3. Customize project web pages with appropriate job number and name. 
Using the find replace command within FrontPage the word "template" that appears as the 
project name may be deleted and replaced with the respective project name very quickly. 
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Step 4. Develop files to populate the web. The majority of information on a 
project specific web site originates in a Prolog database for the respective project. RFl's, 
meeting minutes, daily construction reports, change order requests, and many other 
documents from Prolog can be incorporated into a project web using the portable document 
format (PDF). Information from a word-processing, scheduling, or spreadsheet can also be 
written to PDF form and included in the psws. 
Step 5. Import PDF files, jobsite photos, and other file types to FrontPage. 
Using the import command within FrontPage virtually any document or image can be 
merged into the project web. Any information a project team chooses to include in a web 
must be imported from the users' computer to the project web domain. 
Step 6. Post information, images, and interactive components of a project web. 
Imported files and images must be linked and inserted into the proper place within a project 
web to ensure easy retrieval of information. 
This "simple" multi-step process describes the basic steps in updating and 
maintaining a project web, which differs significantly from the task of developing a project 
web into an asset to the project team. This process has proved to be the most challenging. 
Connectivity issues, time availability, and technical knowledge have proven the biggest 
barriers. 
6.3 Case Study I Iowa Methodist Medical Center Obstetrics Project 
The Iowa Methodist Medical Center Obstetrics Project was initially proposed as a 
candidate for a project website by Doug Powell, Vice President of Information Technology at 
The Weitz Company in January of 1998. In a meeting with Dr. Mark Federle, Doug Powell, 
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Chris Manning, Amy Fetters, and Karmyn Babcock it was decided that the IMMC OB 
project would be a good candidate for a project website for the following reasons: 
1. The project had a multi-million dollar budget 
2. The project duration was longer than a year 
3. The owner's representative for IJ\.1JvfC was very receptive to the idea. 
4. The project engineer, Amy Fetters, was willing to learn how to update the website 
and was also technically adept. 
5. The project was local, cutting travel costs for research and training 
6. The project architect was interested in sharing drawings and other resources via a 
website. 
Dr. Mark Federle, Karmyn Babcock, Amy Fetters, Irene Tarscyski (architect), and 
Russ Littke, owner's representative for Central Iowa Health Systems, met in spring of 1998 
to discuss the purpose of the IMMC OB project website. It was at this meeting that the 
architect began to admit some dependence on paper documentation. She stated that even if 
such information was available on the Internet to be viewed at anytime, her tendency would 
still be to print off and file a hardcopy. 
Russ Littke was receptive to the idea of incorporating AutoCAD files, meeting 
minutes, requests for information, and other such common project data on a website. 
Through conversations with Amy Fetters, security settings were developed for such project 
information. 
The website for the IJ\.1JvfC OB project took approximately one week to develop. 
Connectivity became a major issue in the development of this website and continued to be a 
challenge until the end of the project. A FrontPage web can be setup without any actual 
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project information. The HTML files are independent of Prolog generated files. But without 
the reports from a Prolog database, The Weitz Company's project websites are a collection of 
empty pages. This became the case with the I:tv!MC OB website. The web existed, but the 
Pro log database with Amy's information was in Des Moines, and the website developer was 
in Ames connecting to TWC's network via modem. A typical Prolog database runs about 9 
MB and requires seven floppy disks or a zip drive to save it on. This translated into 
approximately a half an hour transfer time via modem from The Weitz Company's Iowa 
Division server to the Howe Hall job trailer in Ames, IA. This connectivity problem 
prevented daily updates of project information from Ames. It simply took too much time to 
transfer the database from Des Moines. 
Further complicating this matter was the IMMC OB job setup for Prolog use. The 
Superintendent, Jack Moffitt, and project engineer, Amy Fetters were housed onsite in a job 
trailer while the project manager, Chris Harrison, and project coordinator, Sue Cox were 
officed at The Weitz Company Iowa's 800 Second Avenue location. The I:tv!MC OB trailer 
was to connect directly to 800 Second A venue using an ISDN connection. This solution was 
a viable option with only one person using the data line. However, when both Jack and Amy 
attempted to use Prolog over the connection, the speed was extremely slow. Consequently, 
Amy and Jack created a local area network between their computers for sharing Prolog data, 
and used the ISDN connection back to The Weitz Company Iowa's server for Internet, 
Group Wise, and VAX access. This created a situation in which the primary Pro log directly 
was stored at the jobsite, with updates to the 800 Second A venue server being made 
approximately monthly. 
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In this situation, any updates made from Ames using the 800 Second Avenue 
database would only be useful once a month because the server database was only current or 
updated once during the month. This situation made it very important to transfer web 
maintenance duties to Amy Fetters so that the information posted to the website would be 
current, not a month in arrears. With owner interest high, The Weitz Company wanted to 
provide the most up to date information available. 
Before training Amy Fetters on FrontPage 98 and Adobe Acrobat, the IMMC OB 
project website was introduced to Russ Littke of Central Iowa Health Systems. The reaction 
from Russ was extremely positive. He expressed interest in pursuing the web development 
project, and suggested a press release be made about the pilot project. Russ also suggested 
that the special projects group might be able to capitalize on the project website idea. 
Several steps were made prior to Amy's training that are critical for web master 
maintenance. First, Amy had to be equipped with FrontPage 98, the Adobe Acrobat Writer, 
and Internet access. At this point, the serious connectivity problems emerged that prevented 
Amy Fetter's from maintaining the project web. 
The IMMC OB jobsite was connected to The Weitz Company Iowa 800 Second 
Avenue office by an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) line. This type of 
connection is a constant connection to a remote server unlike a modem connection where the 
link to the remote server is established by dialing over a phone line. The ISDN line is always 
attached to the remote server, much the way any computer in any business unit office of The 
Weitz Company is always connected to a VAX server at 800 Second Avenue. 
The issue that prevented Amy Fetters from maintaining the IMMC OB project stems 
from the ISDN line. Due to configurations on The Weitz Company server, and the ISDN 
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line, Amy was unable to gain access to the Internet. This makes it impossible to edit a 
website. To make changes to a webpage in FrontPage Editor, one must first "open" up the 
web containing the page needing changes. To "open" a website, the computer being used 
must connect to an Internet address such as that for the IMMC OB project 
(www.weitz.com/x322). Amy's configuration did not allow for this connection. 
Consequently, the IMMC OB website continued to be maintained from the Howe 
Hall location on a periodic basis. This de-centralized upkeep helped to answer the major 
question of who should maintain the project websites, one central administrator/webmaster, 
or a project team member. The difference between the use of the IMMC OB website and 
other webs could stem from the lack of project team input into web content. If the content 
placed on a website is not directly relevant to a project team, then the team will not use the 
site for information. Having a website administrator with no tie to the actual job makes little 
sense when you consider this point. An outsider cannot know what information is critical to 
the project team. The actual project team has little input in the web content unless they make 
the initiative to contact the Leaming Lab interns. The project web is not customized to meet 
the specific needs of the IMMC OB team as known by the job PE. 
6.4 Case Study II Color Converting 
Color Converting was the second Iowa job targeted for a project website. The 
primary purpose of this site was not to share information between subcontractors but rather to 
help with communication during the design phase. There was interest on the part of Bryan 
Myers, The Weitz Company's project manager, in the AutoCAD WHIP! Viewer technology. 
Bryan saw this technology as a way for the construction project team in Des Moines, Iowa to 
see the drawings that the architect in Minneapolis was developing. Under the current way of 
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doing things, the architect sent drawings from Minneapolis to Des Moines via Fed Ex. A 
project website would allow the architect to post drawings from the office without the 
expense of printing and sending drawings to Des Moines. Of course, this type of information 
transfer is more suited to the design phase of construction, when documents are needed for 
discussion rather than figuring and assembly. Conceptual drawings may be shared via the 
web in a very real-time manner. 
The setback with this approach is that for anyone to post information or upload files 
to a website that is password protected they must have several things. First, they must 
possess a computer with FrontPage 98 loaded on the machine. Second, they must have a 
password that allows editing of the FrontPage project web. Third, the organization must 
have someone that is capable and willing to update the information and drawings to the web. 
The project architects for Color Converting did not have the proper authorization to 
be able to post drawings to the Color Converting project website. Nor were they willing to 
share drawings for posting due to the conversion process necessary to get AutoCAD files into 
the WHIP! Format. 
Converting AutoCAD R14 drawings to the WHIP! Format requires a special program 
plug-in that can be downloaded from AutoCAD's maker's website (www.autodesk.com). 
The user must download the program, and run the executable file. Then they will have the 
ability to write WHIP! Files from AutoCAD files. This process can seem to some like a huge 
unthinkable task. 
In the case of Color Converting, the person responsible for updating the project 
website did not have access to AutoCAD, and the architect was not approached about 
providing their drawings in WHIP! Format. Therefore, the training with Mike Cooper, the 
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project webmaster, was limited to updating Prolog reports, posting photographs, and 
supplying construction schedules. 
Training was performed over a period of several sessions. First, Mike was introduced 
to the concepts of frames. Color Converting' s web was arranged using a frames page setup 
rather than a full-page setup. Frames provide a quicker loading time for webpages in most 
cases because only the new information will be loaded. However, framed pages are more 
complicated from a training standpoint. Instead of dealing and thinking about linking one 
page to another, with frames one must consider multiple pages, and the effect a link will have 
on each one. The standard web templates have five frame pieces. Three of the frames are 
static and never change in contact. These static frames contain The Weitz Company logo, a 
navigation banner that runs along the top of the webpage, and an additional navigational 
piece that resides in the lower left hand comer of the screen. These static frames provide 
users with the means to navigate within the website without ever getting lost. 
Once Mike was comfortable with the concept of frame pages, he was taught the basic 
components of FrontPage 98. These are the Explorer and Editor components that makeup 
this tool. The introductory tasks that one must be familiar with in FrontPage to successfully 
update a webpage are adding files and folders, renaming files and folders, importing files 
from the user's harddrive, inserting tables, posting pictures, adding text to a FrontPage html 
document, inserting images, and linking text and images. Project webmasters are not 
expected to understand the full functionality of the FrontPage 98. They need not know how 
to develop a website from the beginning steps, or how to create a new site based on an 
existing template. This significantly lowers the amount of training that is necessary for 
project webmasters. 
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Mike Cooper was able to successfully master the skills needed to provide basic 
updating to the Color Converting webpage in two-three hour, one-on-one training sessions 
with Kannyn Babcock. As with any training, there is an adjustment period. When Mike 
took over the full-time maintenance of the website, Karmyn was still available to answer web 
related questions. Mike made several calls initially but after approximately one month he 
was comfortable with the update process. 
Color Converting's website has become a way of sharing basic project information 
within the construction team. Meeting minutes, progress photos, the project directory, 
requests for information, and the project schedule are all available from the website. Mike 
Cooper, the project engineer is responsible for updating the website. According to Mike, he 
updates the site approximately once a month. To do the updates once a week was too time 
consuming and prohibited the performance of other more critical activities. 
A once a month update puts the project website in more of an information archive 
category rather than a real-time information repository. The site is not used for day to day 
information retrieval, but rather someone who is looking for old information might first turn 
to the website as a source for a past set of meeting minutes. The real-time aspect of the site 
is lost with once a month updates. However, the importance is not. The information is still 
residing in one common location that is accessible worldwide. 
6.5 Case Study III Special Projects 
The special projects group is a team within The Weitz Company Iowa that performs 
tenant improvement for several clients. Iowa Health Systems is one such client. The special 
project team performs multiple small jobs at Iowa Lutheran, Iowa Methodist, and Blank 
Children's Hospital. A multiple project website was a different application of the project 
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website technology. Due to the large amount of concurrent mutual projects, the previously 
discussed PCS setup does not facilitate use for special projects. It does not make sense to 
develop a new web site domain every time a project is added to special projects' list. 
Working with The Weitz Company team, a special design and organization was 
developed to allow for multiple projects to be hosted on one site. The special projects 
homepage was setup with a drop-down menu of projects for each hospital appearing on the 
homepage as shown in figure 19. Users can access the particular project of interest by 
clicking under the respective hospital on the appropriate project name. Every project page 
includes a picture of the project area, links to a contact sheet for the project team members, 
project schedule if the scope dictates necessary, password protected budget sheet, password 
protected meeting minutes, and a survey form that is submitted to The Weitz Company after 
job completion. The project pages are identical, allowing the using a template to ensure a 
consistent appearance and to make adding a new project very easy for the project webmaster. 
By clicking on the down arrow~) next to the "Select a project" option in figure 19, 
a user would be given the option of several current special projects. The Weitz Company 
special project team could have thirty projects running concurrently at the hospital. This 
large volume of projects made the need for a file naming convention within the FrontPage 
web increasingly obvious. This discovery also gave rise to a need for file naming 
conventions for the other project websites and will be discussed in further detail. 
The special projects website was organized by hospital to alleviate some confusion 
about the location of information within the web. Although the initial web was setup for the 
team by Karmyn Babcock, the maintenance and upkeep were the responsibility of the team 
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Figure 18. Special projects website 
members. Therefore it was imperative that they feel comfortable with the structure, and have 
a good intuitive understanding of the location of information within the web. 
Figure 19 shows folders titled _private, blank, ilh, images, immc, mtgmin, and 
otherprojects. The _private folder contains information used by the website only. For 
specific to each hospital. The images folder contains all the images for the web, while the 
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.::J _private 
±} ,:J blank L!J adobe gil ilh/ adobe. gif 1019 gil 7 /28/9812:13:56 PM merrdt 
:ii ~ I i] defauI2.gif ilh/defauI2.gif 990 gif 7/29/981154:53AM merritt 
C) images . @) X644.htm X644 2K8 htm 7 /24/98 2:06:56 PM IUSA_DABEA 
1-} .:J !MMC ; x648.htm X648 2KB htm 7 /28/9811 :02:05 AM babcock 
.::J MtgMin I] x813.htm X813 3KB htm 7 / 27 /9812:25:34 PM IUSA_DABEA 
21 OtherProjects x818.htm X818 2KB htm 7 /24/98 2: 07 35 PM IUSA_DABEA . 
'. I] x827.htm X827 2KB him 7 /28/9811 :02:05 AM babcock 
. IJl x836.htm ><836 2KB htm 7 /24/98 2 09: 28 PM IUSA_DABEA: 
u) X841 .htm X841 ILH 2KB htm 7 /29/98 9: 51 : 25 AM merritt 
lil x843. htm X843 ILH 2KB htm 7 /29/98 2: 51 : 25 PM merritt 
. X843con.htm X843 ILH Contact 9KB htm 7 /29/98 11 : 54: 54 AM merritt 
· u) x844.htm X844 ILH 2KB htm 7 /29/9810:48:30 AM merritt 
: I] X844conhtm X844 ILH Contact 9KB htm 7 /29/9810:4729 AM merritt 
. !El x846.htm X846 ILH 2KB htm 7 /29/9811 :27:12 AM merritt 
i X846con.htm X846 ILH Contact 10KB htm 7 /29/98 11 :26: 33 AM merritt 
Figure 19. Special projects web folder organization 
mtgmin folder houses all the meeting minute pdf files. The meeting minutes pdf files are not 
within each specific hospital folder because all the special projects are discussed in one 
meeting. 
Each project page could have five different pdf files associated with it. To keep all of 
the pdf files organized and accessible, a naming convention was established for this website. 
The first part of the pdf name indicates the hospital where the project is taking place. These 
initials are either immc, ilh, bk, or op. The second section of the naming scheme tells the 
project number. This is important because pdf files for more than one project reside in the 
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same folder. The last segment of the pdf name indicates the type of file. The abbreviations 
mm stand for meeting minutes, sch for schedule, and bud for budget. 
The special projects website is maintained by the project coordinator for the hospital 
projects, Dianna Merritt. Karmyn spent one afternoon with Dianna training her on the basics 
of FrontPage and Adobe Acrobat writer. Later the two met to discuss the specific things 
Dianna needed to know to update the special projects website. Because drop-down menus 
were involved, the training differed slightly from that of Mike Cooper. Karmyn spent less 
time with Dianna working on the website organization and focused on the specific tasks of 
adding new project pages and linking them in the appropriate drop-down menu. 
6.6 Frame Website Organization 
The next step in the utilization of project webs was to incorporate more interactive 
user features, and to develop a user interface that was more intuitive. Forms were developed 
for the new web format that allow subcontractors to submit problems and questions via the 
project web rather than e-mail. The information submitted to a project PE will still arrive as 
e-mail, but each response will have a common look and content. A consistent format will 
allow PE's to convert e-mail questions into Prolog RFI's more easily. 
Prolog Manager and WeitzNet formed the basis for the second wave of web 
development and organization. The first project webs were single pages linked together by 
menus that appeared on every page. This setup demands a significant amount of care to 
ensure that files are not moved or deleted and thereby the remaining web is not inadvertently 
destroyed. Websites can either use this single page type of organization, or can make use of 
frames. Frames can be compared to a computer software program such as Microsoft Word, 
or Corel Word Perfect. When a user opens a file, the toolbars, and menu options do not 
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change, only information being viewed. As the user scrolls through pages of text, the only 
information that changes on the computer screen is the file text. 
Frames prevent a user from having to reload the total webpage each time a link is 
followed. When frames are used, usually only the linked information re-loads on screen. 
This makes websites much faster because the browser is not constantly reloading information 
that has not changed on the following page. This is especially important on graphic intensive 
pages that can take extremely long download times. 
Take for example The Weitz Company's homepage download time. The page was 
run through a webpage "garage" (www.websitegarage.com) that diagnoses download times 
and file sizes. This effort yielded the following response: 
Report Run on 03/6/1998 at 09:41 PST 
15 Total Objects on the Site 
Total Size: 96804 bytes 
Total Connects: 4 
The table 2 tells us that the current homepage of The Weitz Company will take over 
36 seconds to load from a standard 28.8K remote connection. Part of the problem with this 
web site is the large image files. As noted above, the total file size is almost 100,000 bytes, 
far above the 40K recommended by this web site for easy downloading. The web site garage 
page allows users to decrease image file sizes by compressing existing images into smaller 
GIF files. The user can link to pages showing approximately eight different versions of a 
selected image in decreasing file size and increasing distortion. Most images can be 
compressed to significantly smaller file sizes without sacrificing noticeable amounts of 
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clarity. Small images lend themselves particularly well to compression due to their limited 
visual area. 
Table 2. Modem connection rate and time summary for www.weitz.com 
Connect Rate Connect Time 
14.4 K 66. 09 seconds 
28.8 K 36.12 seconds 
56 K 24. 06 seconds 
ISDN 128 K 8.26 seconds 
Tl 1.44 Mbps 1. 84 seconds 
In general, the less images a page contains and the less complicated the page layout, 
the faster a page will load. Download time is dependent on the number of images on your 
page, the size of each image, and the speed of your hardware. 
A webpage designed using frames can have parts or sections of the page changing 
without changing the information present in another part of the webpage. Graphic intensive 
sections can be loaded one time and remain as static sections of the frame page for the 
remainder of a browsing session. A typical frame arrangement is to have the webpage 
segmented with a vertical column along the left or right side that contains menu options. 
When one of these menu options is selected, new information will appear in the main part of 
the screen, while the left or right side menu information remains the same. 
The Weitz Company uses frames within their corporate Intranet. This arrangement 
was used as a template for the frame version of project webs. The page is segmented into 
five sections as shown in figure 20. 
The menu headings used in WeitzNet did not transfer well to project websites. The 
Intranet is used for inner company information that does not pertain to construction projects. 
Therefore a new set of menu options had to be developed for The Weitz Company project 
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fl Welcome to Weitznet - Microsoft lnteinet Explorer !l~ Ei 
·-;, 
New Weitz Officers Elected ... 
l, 















Spanish proficiency initiative found in this week's CSG bulletin. 
The Baptist Home of Philadelphia, a National project, gets noticed by 
,-- ; 1 ·-~:;TR l'CTff) '\TIR magazine, (See Feature Articles) 
The ZIP bulletin and streH relief - "The Paw-er of Fuu" 
Figure 20. Frame sections in WeitzNet 
websites. Initial considerations included using headings similar toe-Builder™ or 
ProjectCenterTM type organizations. 
1 
Each software development package aimed at project websites has its own unique 
organization of project information. The Weitz Company wanted a system that was 
consistent with the project management tools they used. Doug Powell of The Weitz 
Company suggested using the Prolog Manager options as headings for the frame page 
organization. Therefore, the new frame organization closely followed that of Prolog 
Manager. 
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The headings included Costs & Contracts, Engineering, Superintending, Drawings & 
Photos, and Communications as seen in figure 21. Under each of the headings that 
corresponded to Prolog information, the same menu items and options appeared to the user 
that would appear in Prolog. 
Home Q 
Contacts 
Feedback O . 
Welcome to The Weitz Company Color Converting 
Website. 
You are visitor number l 6 8 . 
• Provide a record of the construction process that is accessible 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week from any location in the world _ 
:. ;· -·-= )~;;_-~~:~j·"·:-.i:-:l '_· ' . ·/ ~-,:-=~., ~:--.,,. ~-,,..:-~,~1:. ~;j~ .c , 
• Provide a univers~ _interface for projec~ participants that does not -. 
·, require the purch·ase of special -~oftware beyond basic ---~''-,,:_S·~.:." ·.::..:_:_ _; 
· ' computernntemet c:._on11ectioJ _ -'J~.-~~_l_: ~rt,. ;_ :_ ·.- ·, t-I~1':I 
-
; 
II:ISJ 50 that you can view the Prolog reports cited within this project website. 
Figure 21. Project website with frame organization and Prolog headings 
zl 
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Adopting the Prolog configuration in the website interface lead to the idea of 
applying this same organization to the web management. As discussed before, FrontPage 98 
uses a filing system similar to Windows Explorer to organize the information contained in 
websites. The need for a common website organization for all project webs became apparent 
when providing training for website maintenance. Managing multiple webs with different 
folder and file organization and configurations is a logistics nightmare. 
Since the setup of The Weitz Company project websites is performed centrally it is 
possible for each website to begin as an identical copy of a prior website. All project webs 
began using the filing convention with the following folders: 
• Engineering 
• Superintending 
• Cost & Contract 
• Pictures & Drawings 
• Communications 
• PDF 
• Contents Nav 
• ETC. 
This standard set of files simplified the updating process for project web 
administrators with new reports to post. Each Prolog report PDF belongs in the folder 
corresponding to the area in which it was created in Pro log. While the focus for The Weitz 
Company was Pro log, this same type of file organization would be applicable in any project 
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web. It is difficult to update and administer a website with files in random locations. It is 
necessary to determine some type of filing systems and adhere to it. 
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CHAPTER 7: PATH FORWARD 
Developing and implementing a project website is not an inexpensive, simple, or easy 
task. Several critical items must be considered and seriously discussed before a contractor 
should consider implementing this idea. The concerns generally fall into the two categories 
of "global problems" or issues that the company or business as a whole must address and 
"project specific problems" or project determinates. 
7.1 Global Concerns 
Construction companies wishing to implement project websites must consider the 
amount of time they are willing to invest in learning about and investigating web 
technologies. A company that is not technologically inclined, and does not place a high 
priority on computer information transfer but who is looking at a project website as a 
marketing tool should strongly consider the ramifications of a project site. Developing a 
project website presence is not a necessary part of doing work at this moment in time. 
However, in years soon to come specifications similar to those developed for The Weitz 
Company will find their place in construction documents. 
Businesses willing to invest the time and money in project web technologies need to 
assess the information they are willing to share with outside parties. Is it necessary for all 
parties to have access to all information? Should some items be reserved for a select few? 
Should some not even be posted? 
Companies must consider if the sites will be used, and if yes, how will they be used? 
Websites can be used to advertise, to provide a forum, to house information, to educate, and a 
myriad of different applications. The ultimate use of a project website would be to transmit 
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information in a real-time manner. Until that day websites can provide an information 
repository or inform employees and clients of ongoing construction. What do you want your 
web to do/be/function as? This question makes a tremendous difference when looking at the 
architecture of the website. 
7.2 Project Specific Concerns 
The concerns of a project are primarily a subset of the global or company wide 
perspective. When targeting a specific project for a website it is important to consider if the 
idea of a project website was used as part of a marketing effort to the prospective owner. If 
this is the case, project team members will want to specifically develop a website that meets 
the promises made in the marketing presentation. 
If the project team is approached concerning using or implementing the website, but 
no marketing campaign was involved, the team may take a different approach. In this 
scenario a meeting with the owner, architect, and major subcontractors such as mechanical 
and electrical would help to establish what type of a site is appropriate if any. If the owner is 
not interested in the website but the architect and contractors feel it would be beneficial is a 
totally different scenario than if the owner is interested and the other parties are not. The 
former indicates a team that may be looking for better methods of communications, the latter 
an owner who seeks information with a project team who is either not interested, not 
educated in the Internet, has no idea what is being proposed. 
Once the project team decides the type of site if any they will implement, they must 
discuss the information that will be allowed on the site and the parties that are allowed access 
to said information. Global parameters may be set by the company, such as those developed 
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for The Weitz Company, but in general project teams will want to tweak these to meet 
specific project needs. 
7.3 Technology Advances 
With new versions of virtually every software program mentioned in this paper 
available as the millenium approaches, the goal of implementing project website solutions 
becomes ever more attainable. Prolog Website promises to interact directly with a Prolog 5 
database providing real-time web data coupled with a powerful set of security options 
(www.mps.com). Primavera's Expedition program boasts the same type of claim. 
However "seamless" and "easily integrated" these solutions may seem to be, many 
decisions remain that must be made on the part of the contractor in order to effectively 
manage a project specific website. In 1999, over sixty-three companies have boasted project 
specific website applications. As the options increase, the need to analyze all available paths 
for project communication becomes even more critical. 
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CHAPTERS: LESSONS LEARNED 
The case study descriptions in this paper give an accurate portrayal of the experience 
of developing multiple project specific websites. However, these descriptions do not address 
the information that is internalized as part of any learning experience. The author has tried to 
communicate as much of this knowledge as possible in the following section. 
8.1 Team Member Participation 
Looking back at the questions asked of subcontractors in the Phase I literature review, 
it has been the author's experience that the biggest barrier to success of project websites is 
lack of use by the project participants. To have an active website, functioning as a tool for 
communication, the people who are communicating with each other need to use the website. 
If this is not a primary mean of capturing information that is important to the team members, 
the website will suffer from lack of accuracy, which will then lead to lack of use. 
There are many reasons why project team members may not access the sites. The 
most obvious reason would be that project team members have not been informed or 
reminded about the site. It is logical that if one does not know about a website then they 
cannot be expected to visit it. Following this thought, if people do not visit the site they are 
deriving no benefit from it. So to have a successful website one must inform project 
participants about its existence. 
Informing team members about a project website may not be enough to convince 
them to visit it. The owners, architects, and subcontractors on a particular project team may 
not be Internet savvy. Demonstrations of the website during project team meetings or 
partnering sessions are necessary to educate the project team on how to navigate the site, 
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download and configure plug-ins, and communicate from the website. This is a piece of the 
project specific website development that must not be overlooked or taken for granted. 
While websites may be in the realm of the familiar for many, it should not be assumed that 
project team members know this information. Even if the project team is a seasoned group 
of Internet junkies, a tour around the project website will familiarize them with the 
organization of information and allow them to browse expeditiously. 
Training team members to use the website presents challenges for a general 
contractor. Computers are not the number one business of construction companies, and 
efforts by the company to train outsiders may be perceived as inappropriate use of project 
time and funds. However, this training is necessary for the success of a website. Project 
specific websites, like any other new technology, involve a learning curve. Things are slow 
and difficult in the beginning, but with work come more easily. Enthusiasm from the team 
during the difficult stage is important to allow the users of the website to move beyond the 
initial frustration levels. 
Team members also may not feel that getting on the web and to the project specific 
website is worth their time, because they are misinformed about the information contained on 
the site. Once the project team member is educated about the web, they must also be 
reminded of the information that is being placed at their fingertips. Project participants are 
accustomed to having power by knowledge accumulation. With websites, the power comes 
from sharing information. 
8.2 Connectivity 
Connectivity is another huge issue for the project specific websites. The reality of the 
construction industry is that many people are not in the office directly tied to the Internet and 
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must make connections via dial up modems. It has been the author's experience that this is 
many times this connection is uncertain. The speed of the connection and even the ability to 
connect can sometimes seem like random events. This uncertainty will certainly reduce the 
interest in relying on information not also captured in a paper format. Connections may be 
extremely slow to the Internet, or may not correctly connect with the server leaving field 
personnel estranged for the websites. 
As with many of the issues in this paper, technology will solve many of the problems 
associated with connectivity. Multiple new vehicles are available to make connections to the 
Internet. As better options are implemented, field personnel will be able to play a more 
active role in project websites. Field input is crucial for the success of websites, who knows 
a project better than those who build it? 
8.3 Website Administration 
Time is another critical item that must be considered. The development of a project 
template for The Weitz Company's websites took approximately two months. This template 
was not developed from inception, but was a modification of an existing website. For a 
company with no website experience, and no existing websites to model, the process will 
take significantly longer. Therefore, the author cautions that it is not in the best interest of 
every company to develop their own site. Many vendors offer templates and website 
software with varying degrees of customizations allowed. 
Of course the development of a website is only the first piece of time one must 
consider. Day to day maintenance performed by a project manager, project engineer or 
secretary has its costs as well. Each of these different titles carries a different price tag for 
maintenance. It is not cost effective to "burden" a project manager with the duty of updating 
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the site. However, it may not be in the best interest of the project to require a project 
engineer carrying a significant work load to update the site. The "who" piece is one that 
must be dealt with on a project by project basis. The updates for Weitz that made the most 
sense were those performed by the project engineer. This seems a natural conclusion 
because these team members would be the most involved, other than field personnel, with the 
day-to-day construction issues. 
Software is another item that will continue to improve as time and technology go on. 
The websites in the paper were developed using a mixture of different programs. Multiple 
software vendors are currently releasing packages that integrate web functions with project 
management tools, making websites "seemless". Meaning that when an update is performed 
in the management end of the software, it is immediately posted to the website without 
anyone physically doing the update. These programs will eventually take much of the 
updating burden off the back of the project webmaster. But "buyer beware", these types of 
programs involve a significant amount of computer knowledge to setup and use. 
It is critical that the sites be developed at the beginning of the project, in the design 
phase if possible to give the ability to launch the site when construction begins. Construction 
project team members will have to push for opportunities to talk about the site with project 
team members. As discussed before, it will not be second nature for project participants to 
go and look at the site. 
It is also important to remember the commitment that is being made when 
implementing a site. This will be another piece of work that requires attention every week. 
While owners may be extremely enthusiastic at the beginning of website implementation, 
interest will wane as decisions related to the project weigh more heavily. Owners who once 
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championed the site may become overwhelmed with construction coordination issues and 
questions, and lose interest in what may be perceived as an accessory to the construction 
process. It is key that the construction team be interested in making the site a working tool 
throughout the project. 
8.4 Project Environment 
In a perfect world, the author would have a project team that reviewed the website at 
every meeting, checking on different sections for updates, reminding of passwords, etc. 
Using the website as a basis for team meetings would constantly turn the focus of project 
members upon this medium. Not every construction company has the equipment necessary 
to hold this type of meeting. It would require a computer, computer projector or TV hookup, 
and data connection to the Internet either via direct connection or modem. As computers 
further integrate with construction it is the author's belief that these types of hardware will 
become common in construction companies. Also, as technology evolves, other devices will 
better serve the need. 
By using the Internet websites as the basis for meeting discussions, the tool becomes 
an integral part of the project. It is the author's belief that this would be the most consistent 
way to call attention to the websites and sustain owner and subcontractor interest in the site 
throughout the duration of the project. 
Using the Internet during job meetings could lead to references to the site during 
phone conversations. Participants could immediately refer to meeting minutes, RFI's, budget 
information, etc. during phone communications drawing more attention to the site. 
In summary, the author believes there is an ideal culture in which a project specific 
website will function as an efficient tool to aid in construction related communications. This 
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culture is one in which both the owner and contractor consistently support the website and 
engage other project team members in it. In this environment, subcontractors and key field 
personnel are aware of the function of the website, and the information that is available from 
the site. They receive appropriate amounts of computer training to browse the website. 
Construction meetings are conducted in a manner that brings attention to the website, and 
information on the site is reviewed as an outline for the agenda. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 
The use of project specific websites to aid in jobsite communications has been a 
learning experience for The Weitz Company. Despite several setbacks in the development of 
the beta project websites, The Weitz Company is still committed to this application of 
Internet technology. The benefits of information that is accessible twenty-four hours a day, 
from any location in the world outweigh the issues of connectivity, training, and 
misconceptions that must be overcome for the success of a project website. 
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APPENDIX 
~ica L. Pugliese, 09:16 AM 3/4/98 
Date : Wed , 04 Mar 199 8 J9 : 16 : 45 - OSCJ 
from: "Erica L. Pugli2s2 " <webmasc::e::::icfma.org> 
Reply - To: webmaster@cf~a.org 
Organization : SuperLin~ I~:ernet Se::::~ices 
X- Mailer : Mozilla 3 . 0lC-NSCP (W ~n 9 ~; U) 
To : Karmyn E Ridgely <~::::idgely@i~sta:e.edu> 
Su~ject : Re : Ex cranec ~9plicatio~s 
Karmyn: 
89 
Re: Extranet Applications 
We are not currently using e - builde:::: product f o r any application 
however , we are consice::::ing it for the near future . 
I beli e ve that the AGC (Associated General Contractors) website is 
currently using the praducc:: 
http : //www.agc.org . 
. . che site is located at 
Also, you may want to ~ontact MP Inceractive at 561 - 776 - 8659 . .. t~ey 
developed the e-builde:::: module . 
Feel free to contact me s ho uld you ~ave any other questions or req~ ~:::: e 
further information . 
Erica L. Pugliese 
CFMA Headquarters 
Emai l webmaster@cfma . o :::: y 
609 - 683 - 5000 
1arles Boyd, 01:24 PM 3/5/98 
X-Mailer: Novel: Gro upWise 4 . 1 
Date : Thu , 05 Mar 199 8 13::~:16 - 07~ : 
From : Charles 82yd <caboyd1sundt.co~> 
To: kridgely@iastate.edu 
Cc : ctdonnels@earlconstruccion . com 
Subj ect: Re: Pr:ject ~xt ra nets 
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Re : Project Extranets 
I have forwarded your inqc i ry t c Ch ~ : ~ Dannels , who is a Principa l in Cjarge of one of ou r 
s ubs idiary companies, ~arl Construc :: :n Company in Sacramento. A:chough ~e io not have a 
significant extranet progr am in pla~e a t t h is time, there are plans f or one i n the works . 
Chuck knows the most about it . If ~-:u would like further assistance fr om Sc~dt , please feel 
free to contact ille again. 
>>> Karmyn E Ricgel y <k ridgely@iastace.edu> 03/0 5 1 : 15 PM>>> 
My name is Karrnyn Babcock, and I a~ 3 graduate 
assistan t at Ic~a State in che Cons:r~ccion ~ngineering 
2r og ram . I am resear c hi ng the appl ::ation of internet 
technologies in the cons truction i~~~scry , specifical ly 
the use of extranets f o r project ma ~a gement purposes. 
Ha s Sundt Corporati o n began to ~s e : ~is technology 
as a project management t ool ? 
If yes , is there s ome one at Sund t :~at I c ould be referred 
t o to discuss you r u s e of e xt ra nets~ Specifically : 
Is this a serv ice you ar e developi~; , O L c u rrently using? 
Are you planning co imp~ement an ez:ra net on a project in the 
near future , or have you already? =~ yes , w:11 you be 
using the extra~et to transmit data, schedules, pict u res 
RFI , draw ings, ecc., o r just t o ke e; project participants 
informed? Will Sundt b e using the ~= o wn technology team for 
development and upkeep , o r wi ll tha : activity be s our c ed out? 
If an ex tranet has been i rnpl~nen te~. what h a v e the successes and 
shortcomings bee~? 
I am trying to ~eel the experie~ce~ J I man y =ontractors 
to come up with a guide of wh a c wc=::s , and w~at doesn ' t! 
I would a ppre c i~te Sundt ' s inp~ =-
Thank you for you r time . 
Karmyn Babock 
Iowa State University 
kridgely@iastace . gdu 
515 - 294 - 4840 
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Lvier E Boza, 09:52 AM 3/5/98 Extranets -Reply 
X- Mailer : Novell GroupWise ~-1 
Date : Thu, 05 Mar 1998 09 : 52:24 - .Js =: 
From : Javier E 3oza <JEBOZA@pbsj.~o~~ 
To: kridgely@ias:2te.edu 
Cc: rnhbrown@pbsj.com 
Subject : Extrane:s -~epl y 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
My name is Karmy~ Babcock , and I am 2 graduate 
assistant at Io~a State in the C2~s:=~ction ~~gineering 
2rogram . I am researching :he a~pli:ation of internet 
technologies in :he construction i~~~stry, specifically 
the use of extra~ets for project ~a~agement purposes, 
and ran across ?3S& J as a cser o : e - ~uilder. 
Is there someone at PBS&J that ccul~ answer q~estions 
about your use o: extranets? Speci=ically: 
Is this a service you are developin;, or currently using? 
---------------------
Are you planning to implement an ex:ranet on a project in the 
near future , or >.s.ve you al:::-ead y " == you ar::: ·.1sing e - builder , ha ve you 
come 
across any limi:s.:ions of the s o :c~a=e? Will you be 
using the extra:1ec to transmit caca, schedules , pictures 
RFI , drawings , e:c. , or jusc to ~ee; project participants 
informed? 
I am trying to pool the experiences Jf many contractors 
to come up with a guide of what ~or~:s , and wtat doesn ' t! 
I would apprecia:e ?3S&J input. 
Thank you for your time . 
Karmyn Babock 
I owa State Unive:::-si:y 
kridgely@iastate . ec~ 
515 - 294 - 4840 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
Karmyn , 
My name is Javie:::- Boza and I ' m t:-.e =ivision :-:2.nager f or Information 
Technologies. We a:::-e currently csi~~ 2 extrs.~:::ts with cl i ents both we:::-e 
developed by co~s~!:ants . 
The first is an environmental proje:: for Mi a~i Dade Water & 
Sewer (MSWS) . The project manager fer this p:::-~ject is Ma rc Walsh 
based out of ou:::- ~inter Park office in Florida. 
The second projec: ~hat I ' m aware:: is for s. GIS based appli ca tion. The 
proJect manager .:.s based ou t o f ~u :::- :ampa c f:i c e h is name is Rick 
Walke r . 
My understanding is that these ext=-~~ets a:::-e ~sect to s~are pro j ect da:a 
not only with t~e c~ient but possit:; sub- c=~:ractor on these jobs . 
PBS&J has d evel~~s~ Corporate base~ :ntrane=s and is in che process ') 
o f planning f o r " ;:, :::- -: J e c t spe c i f i : ·.-. -= j s tor a -;-:: . " Thi s 'l'i i l l a 11 ow p B s & J : :, Ii 
ha ve all fiie r e .:_::.:.:.:--,g to a spe c ~f:..= ? roj ec : avai l ab le throuqh our Ir:::::-a"et . ; 
By next year we ;:,lan on being abl e : ~ host -:: x:ranet ' s internally for ou :::-
clients and sub - ~~n :ractors. 
If you have a ne-::~ : o discuss t h is further, ~leas e feel free 
x - 3 0 0 or Ma r t y 3 :::- :> ·,m o u r Web Mas t e :::- a t ( 8 0 G . S 9 7 - 7 2 7 5 ;-:: - 2 9 6 . 
to con tac :: :;i.e 
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irb Hubert, 08:39 AM 3/5/98 , RE: E- Builder 
From: Barb Hubert <bhucert@bold: . c~~> 
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 8:39:59 
Subject : RE : E- Builder 
X- Mailer : Internet Ser.:..es for Microsoft Mail ( V3.0 . 15 
To : Karrnyn E Ridgely <kridgely@ .:..as:3te . edu> 
in-hous2 IS Karmyn , I am forwardir..:; your e - rr,2..il :o Dave r-!uch (pronounced "muc :-:" ) . H ' 
contact for E- Bui lcie r . >i e are us .:.. :19 ::1.e prog:::2:.1 as a pilot at our 3t. 0 _ 
Northfield , MN . The program is i~ t~e setup pha se right now . Dave shou l 
questi ons, and perhaps ~an refer yo~ to the project staff if necessary . 
~ - lege pr~~ec: in 
e 2.. le to 2-:-_s·wer 
- - - --Original Message -- - --
From: Karmyn E Ridgely 
Sent : Tuesday , March 03, 1998 11 : 5~ J\M 
To : Barb Hubert (bhube rt@boldc . cc~ ) 
Subject: E- Builder 
My name i s Ka rmyn Babcock , and I am a graduate assistant at Iowa ~: ate in 
the Construction Engineering Progr<X~ - I am researching the appli:2..cion of 
internet technologies i n the constr~ction industry , specifically :ie use of 
extranets for project ~anagement pu=poses, ar.d ran across Boldt as a user 
of e-builder. 
Has Boldt began t o of fer this tech~ology to its customers? Coulci some or. e 
at Boldt answer my questions about ;our use o f project extranets? 
Specifically , I would like to know ~hat problems, if any you have 
experienced with your extranet . If you are using e - builder , are ~-ou 
finding any l i mi tations? 
I am trying to pool the experiences of many contractors co come~; wic h 2.. 
guide of what works , and what d oesn ' t 1 I would appreciate Boldt ' s input . 
Thank you for your ti~e-
Karmyn Babcock 
Iowa State University 
kridgely@ iastate . edu 
(5 15) 294-4840 
<<< Or i ginal Ema i l Header >>> 
Received : from te451 - 2 ( t e451 - 2 . cce . iastate.ed u [129. 186 .22 7 . 83] ) 
by mailhub.ias:::.a.:::.e . edu (8 . 8 .S /8 . 8 . 5 ) ·,.; ith SMTP id LP<.Al 4748 
for <bhubert@boldt.com> ; Tue , 3 Mar 1998 11 :5 1 : 1 9 - 0600 (C.::~ ) 
Message - Id: <3 . 0 . 3 . 32 . l9980303115l23.0092634 0@ pop- l.iastate . edu> 
X- Sender : kridgely@pop - l .iastate.edu (Onve ri:ied ) 
X- Mailer : QUALCOMM Windows Eudora ?ro Versi on 3 . 0 .3 (32 ) 
Date: Tue , 03 Mar 1998 11:51:23 - 0600 
To : bhubert@boldt . com 
from: Karmyn E Ridgel y <kridge l y@iastate_edu> 
Subject: E- Builder 
Mime - Version : 1 . 0 
Content - Type : text / plc:..i.n; charsets-ascii " 
othmann, Dean, 05:55 PM 3/5/98 
from : " Kothmann , Dean " <'.(cchmannc@t-.-.com> 
To: Karmyn E Ridgely <k =i dgely@ias~a ~e.edu> 
Subject : RE : 
Date : Thu, 5 Mar 1998 1-:: 55 : 00 - 0 6C : 
RE: 
X- Mailer: Microsoft Excjange Serve= Internet Mail Connector Version ~ . 0 .? ?5.52 
Encoding: 47 TEXT 
I run the business that sells these services ~o others . We will sell 
them to a competitor , o= any one t~ a~ is doing work around the wor~d. 
We have been working in an extranet 2nvironment since 1985 and have had 
great success . Limitations are ovE= come by innovation. We have 
reached the point to providing 3 - D ~alk through over the internet ~ith 
real databases driving che images . ~hi s method is a 3 - D vi ew of a 
project data hase . 
Please see answers to your questio~s in CAPS below . 
From: Karmyn E Ridgely 
To: kothmannd@bv.com 
Date : Thursday, March OS , 1998 12:S2?M 
Dean , 
My name is Karmyn Babc ock , and I a~ a graduace 
assistant at I owa State in the Cons ~ ruction 2ngineering 
Program. I am researching the appiication of internet 
technologies in the construction i~=u scry , specifically 
the use of extranets for project ma ~agement purposes. 
Has the Black&Veatch began to use c~is technology 
as a project management tool?YES 
If ye s, is there s omeone at Black&'---= 3.tch that I could be referreci 
to to discuss your use of extranets? MESpec~fically: 
Is this a service you are deve l opi~; , or cur=ently using?YES 
Are you planning to implement an ex ~ ra~et on a project in the 
near future , or have you already?Y~5 I: yes , ~ill you be 
using the extranet to transmit data, schedules, pictures 
RFI, drawings , etc ., or just to kee? project participants 
informed? YES , ALL ABOVE AND MORE== an extranet has been implemented , 
what have the 
successes and shortcomings been?NO 3~0RT COM~ NG S HAVE BEEN FOUND T~AT 
CAN NOT BE OVER COME WITH INNOVATIC~ 
We are trying to pool the experiences cf man1 contractors 
to come up with a guide of what wo=~s , and what doesn ' t 1 
I would appreciate Black&Veatch ' s ~~put. 
Thank you for your time . 
t<armyn BaiJock 
Iowa State University 
kridgely@iast a te.edu 
515 - 294 - 4840 
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1arles McQuaid, 04:35 PM 3/5/98 RE: Project Extranets 
From: Charles McQuaid <cmcquaid@aus ~~ n - ind. co~> 
To : "' Karmyn E.Ridgel y "' <;.;: ridge ly@ .:...= stat:e .ec.u> 
Subject: RE: Project Extranets 
Date : Thu, 5 Mar l 998 16 : 35 : 24 - 0 60 :: 
We are not u sing project extrane:s thi s t.:..~e . C. McQuaid 
From: Karmyn E Ridgely [ SMT!? : kricige :... :_.: @ias tat.e . edu ] 
Sent: Th ursda y , March 05 , 1998 ~2:=~ PM 
To : cmcquaid@austin- ind . ccm 
Subject : Project Extranets 
My name is Karmyn Babcock , and I am a graduat.e 
a ssistant at Iowa State in the Cons~ruction ~ngineering 
Program . I am researching the appl .:..=ati on o : internet 
techno l og ies in the construction in~~str y , specifically 
the use of extranets for project ma~agement purposes . 
Ha s Aust in Industries c ommercial di'.-ision began to use this technology 
as a project management tool? 
If ye s, is there someone at Austin ~~at I c2uld be referred 
t o to discuss your u se o f extra nets? Specifically: 
I s thi s a s ervice you are developing, or currently using? 
Are you planning to imp lement an ex ~ranet on a project in the 
near future , or have you already? I : yes, wi:...l you be 
using the extranet to transmit data , schedules , pictures 
RFI , drawings , etc., or just to kee? pro ject ?articipants 
informed? Will Austi n be using the .:..r own te=jnology team for 
development and upkeep , or will thaL activi ty b e sourced o ut? 
If an extranet has been implemented , what have the successes and 
shortcomings been? 
I am tr y ing to pool the experiences of many c~nt ractors 
to come up with a guide o f what ~or~s , and ~~at doesn ' t! 
I would appreciate Aus: in Industies ' inrut . 
Thank you for your time. 
Karmyn Babock 
Iowa State University 
kridgely@iastate .edu 
515 - 294 - 4840 
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i c Spinabelli, 02:13 PM 3/5/98 Extranet Use -Reply 
X-Mailer : Novell GroupW~se 4 . 1 
Date : Thu, 0 5 Mar 1998 :~: 13 : 25 - OSC J 
From : Vic Spinabell i <vs?inabell i @di2kcorp . c~m> 
To: kridgely@iastate.edu 
Subj e ct: Extranet Use - ~eply 
We ' ve been usi ng che e-builde r for sev era l months on a Pennsylvania 
Tu r npike Commission E'ro~ect where we serve as Const .:::- uct i on ~!anager . 
The biggest problem we have is that ~an y of the project participancs a.:::-e 
not connected to the internet . Al s o , e - builder requires several plug-i~s 
wh ich permit users to view files of 7arious f o rmats. Although f or the 
most part these plug- ins are inexpensive , i t does t a ke some know ho~ tc 
configure them. 
I think the use of these project specific web sites wi l l c e rta i nly he:? to 
improve communications . We u se ~t to post p .:::- ogress photos, mee ti ng 
min u te s, track me eting times and da t es , etc . 
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~uce Tuggle, 02:57 PM 3/5/98 RE: Project Extranets 
From: Bruce Tuggle <B ruce. TuggleJ~a .:...:.. .:._burton.com> 
To: "'kridgely@.:._astate.edu '" <kridgs.:..y@iastate.edu> 
Subject: RE : Project Extranets 
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 14:57:45 - 060C 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5 . C . 1460 . 8 ) 
Karmyn ..... 
Has the 3rown and Root/Ha.:..lit~rton began to use this technology 
as a construction project ~a~a;ement tool? 
Yes 
Is this a service you are de~sloping, or currently using? 
Yes to both. 
Are you planning to implement an extranet on a project in the 
near futu re , or have you alreaiy? 
Yes to both. 
If yes , will you be using the sxtrane::. to transmit data , schedul~s, 
pictures 
RFI , drawings , etc., or just ::.~ keep project participants 
informed? 
Yes to both . 
Will Halliburton be using ths .:._r own tschnology team for 
development and upkeep , or w.:._.:...:._ that activity be sourced out? 
Yes to both . 
If an extranet has been i~ple~ented , ~hat have the successes and 
shortcomings oeen? 
Now this one is a little harder , mes ::. of our existing "ExtraNets " are -:-.ew . 
We have a couple of minimal usage t~~es that are used primarily to provide 
status reports to the participants . These have been work ing just fine after 
several false starts. 
The more sophisticated sites are " C:::::er Cons::.ruction". An example: 
1) A large project involving severa.:.. subcon::.ractors, product / service ve~dors 
and participants from a variety of .:..==atio~s of the customer as well as 0 r 
own people scattered over a wide ge=;raphic area. Input to the projec::. A 11 
be from any of t~e participants. Re~=rting =apabilities will :Oe immedia::.e y 
available. This project is still cei:1g map~ed out. 
We have several ot~er projects tha ::. are in ;lanning stages including 
"£Commerce " capa:0.:._lities . 
. . . . . Bruce 
> -- ----Origi:1al >1sssage --- --
> from: krici.gely@iastate.edu :2 :-:TP : kr.:._:::.gely@iastate.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday , March 05 , L·9? 12 : 4C ?M 
> To : fbarcc@halnet.com 
> Subject: Pr0j <::ct Ext rane ts 
> 
> ========- - ====--==========~=========-----==================== 
> NOTE : This message was sent thr~~;~ the ~ebMonitor mail f o rm 
> ==------=======- - =========:~=====-----=-----=========== ====== 
lgely@iastate.edu> 
X- Mail er : Novell GroupWise 4.1 
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 199 8 13:16:10 - 0 5 CJ 
From: Marc Walch <mpwa:ch@pbsj . c om> 
To: kr idgely@ ias t ace.ecu 
Subject: E-Bui lder ~xt =a net 
Karmyn : 
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If you ' d like to ask me more specific questi o ns a bout the u se o f c ~= 
E-bi u lder application , 9lease feel f=ee to give me a c a_l@ 800 - 28 ~-5 182 
The public side of our ?roject Specific Web Site can be seen at 
http:/ /vscmodel.j obsig~t.net / 
Marc Wal ch 
1 
98 
~rennan, Joe, 01:20 PM 3/30/98 , Extranets 
From: "Brennan, Joe" <jmbrennan@but:-=..ermfg.org> 
To: "' kridgely@iastate.edu '" <kridg2ly@iastate.edu> 
Subject : Extranets 
Date : Mon , 30 Mar 1998 13:20:24 - 06:0 
X-Mailer: Micro soft Exchange Serve= Internet Mail Connector Version 4 . 0.995 .52 
Greeting.s, 
I'm Joe Brennan, Corporate Alliance Manager, Butler Manufacturing 
Company . I manage a sole source cc~struction services alliance with a 
substantial organization . As part ~f that program, we have an intranet 
to support the documentation and pr~cesses for the alliance . 
I would like to talk with you about this topic . Marcy Smith of Butler 
Construction forwarded your message to me. 
Please call me at 330 929 5599. ES~ 
Thanks 
Joe b 
,teve Eden, 11 : 10 AM 4/13/98 
X-Mailer: Novell Groupwise 4.1 
Date: Mon, 13 Apr 1998 11 : 10:59 -05 0 0 
From : Steve Eden <Eden@weitz . com> 
To : kridgely@iastate . ecu 
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Re: Reply 
Cc : Tjanssen@propertytech . com , Powe~lD@weitz . com 
Subject: Re: Reply 
!{i Karmyn. I haven ' t seen thi s req~est in an RFQ yet , however , I ' m certain we will see this 
in the near future. You might be in~erested to know about what our affiliate company , 
Property Technologies L . L . C., is doing a long this line. They have developed a project 
monitoring We b based site for a client of their ' s. If you 're interested, you can pho~e me at 
515 . 246 . 4703 or e - ma i l me . 
Best of luck with your project . 
>>> Karmyn E Ridgely <kridgely@iastate . edu> 4 / 13/98 10:50:06 AM>>> 
My name is Karmyn Bab cock a n d I a m a gra d uate s tude n t at Iowa State 
Univers ity working with Dr. Ma rk Fede rle and Chri s Manning on developing a 
project web s ite spe c ification t ailored t o The We itz Company. The end goal 
is to provide a tool for owners , ar~hitects, subcontractors , and Weitz to 
exchange project specif:c informat:on ac r os s the internet in a secure manner . 
I would like to know if owners have included project specific web sites as 
an item in any RFQ ' s you may have seen. If yes , will you please fax a copy 
of the RFQ to the Iowa State Const~uction Engineering Department (515 ) 
294 - 3845 . 
Thank you , 
Karmyn Babcock 
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'.add Way, 07:27 AM 4/14/98 , RFQ Web Sites 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5 . 2 
Date : Tue , 14 Apr 1998 07:27:59 - 0500 
From: " Radd Way " <Way@WEITZ. COM> 
To: kridgely@iastate .edu 
Subject: RFQ Web Sites 
Karmyn -
Thanks for your E-Mail. Here in the Omaha D~vision I have yet to see an Owner or RFQ =equest 
any specific project Web Sites as a requirement . Maybe we are behind the times but we ~ave 
not come across this situation to date. 
Hope your efforts go well. 
Thanks . 
Radd C . Way 
Vice President 
Weitz Omaha Division 
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an Hays, 12:41 PM 2/23/98 Re: Project Specific Web Sites 
Date : Mon, 23 Feb 1 998 12:41:21 - 0 5 00 
From: Ken Hays <nsslick@fuse .ne t> 
Reply-To: nsslick@fuse . net 
Organizati on : Dugan and Me ye rs 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3 . 0 (Win95; U) 
To : Karmyn E Ridgely <kridge ly@iastate.edu> 
CC : duganme yers }fuse. ~et 
Subject : Re : P~~jecL S?eci fic Web S~Les 
Karmyn E Ridgely wrot e: 
> 
> I am a graduate student at I owa State University in the Civil and 
> Construction 2ngineering department . My t hesis research is into the 
> application of web technologies in the form of project specific web sites 
> for construction projects. I was wondering if someone from Dugan & Me yers 
> could answer a few questions about the use of your sites. Do you utilize 
> the psws to transmit information such as RFI 's, change orders, or 
> submittals? What problems have come up with the implemention of the psws? 
> Are you using a more indepth psws behind a firewall? What are the 
> successes and fa ilures of the psws in your experience? 
> 
> I thank yo u i~ advance for your time. 
> 
> Karmyn Babcock 
> kridgely@iasta te.edu 
I have sent your e-mail to the individual in our main office who handles 
our web site for further information, but i will tell you what i do 
know . We currently do not use the web to publish anything above current 
pictures and s ome information about the proj ects. We are investigating 
the possibility of publishing schedules, rfi 's, meeting minutes, 
sketches, etc to the web site. We have a project that wil l start in 
april , which will likel y be a guinea pig. We use a package called 
Prol og manager that i am t old will interface with the internet. One 
problem that i see at present is the techinical limits both for 
ourselves as a company/industry as well as those that we deal with on 
projects . The architect and engineering firms seem to be more adept at 
the hardware and software neccessary than do the subcontractors. This 
will take some Lime ot ove rcome. There i s a l so the need t o have t ho se 
involved using compatable software if files are to be exchanged via 
e -mail. 
What k i nd o f feedback are you receivi ng wi th other con tractors? 
Luke Aull, 04:28 PM 3/3/98 RE: 
from: Luke ~ull <aul l l@agc . org> 
To: "'Karmyn s Ridgely'" <kric.gely@iastate.edu> 
Subject: R.E: 
Date: Tu e, 3 Mar 199 8 16:2 8 : 0 l. -0500 
Ei :i<armyn : 
You .:: access co AGC 's Me~e rs- c :. l Y i-leb Site :,as been granted! 
Ycur us2rname and password are kridgely 
AEter you enter the members-only area for the first time, please click 
on "User Profile" and modify your password so that it is differe:1t from 
your username. Also, please update your use:::- information (profile). 
Thank you . 
AGC u3es thee-Builder architect and tools in its members-only a.::ea. It has been a very 
userful tool for communicating di.::ectly to members. It also has allowed us to set security to 
a l low for different types of user access, like student chapter m~ro.bers such as yourself. 
We currently have 10 AGC members using e-i3uilder as a project ccmmunicatior:s tool. ·:ou may 
want t o con t act them directly. To do so and to get more informat.:..on on e-3uilder, please 
contact Jon Antevy at jantevy@mpinteractive.com 
Luke 
- ----Original Message-----
from: Ka :r..-myn E Ridgely (SMTP:kridgely@iastate.edu] 




My name is Karmyn Babcock, and I am a graduate assistant at Iowa State in the 
Construction Engineering Program. I am researching the application of 
internet 
technologies in the construction industry, and ran across AGC as a user of 
e-builder . I would like to have access to your extranet, if possible. 
Also, if you could answer a few questions for me, or give me the e-mail of 
someone who could, I would appreciate it. Specifically, I would like to 
know what problems, if any you have experienced with your extranet. If you 
are using 
e-builder, are you finding any limitations? What are the great successes 
of AGC's extranet? 
I woul d appreciate an y information you could send my wa '.{ ! 
Thank you for your time. 
Karmyn Babcock 
Iowa State University 
kridgely@iastate .edu 
( 515) 294-4 8 40 
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3ruce Bauer, 01:17 PM 3/2/98 P, Project Specific Web Sites for 
Priority: Normal 
X-MSMail-Priority: Norma l 
To: kridgely@iastate.edu 
From: "Bruce Bauer" <bbaver@mil2..ke::-::12. com> 
Subject: Proj ec: Specific Web S~ces for Co~sc=uct ion 
Date: Mon, 0 2 Mar 98 13: 17:48 ?ST 
Ka:::myn: 
This is one of the first projec~s =or which ~SSC has established a psws. Hence, we have been 
very limited in our use of this mec:...::.um. We do maintain logs of Change Orders, ~F I 's and 
Submittals for this contract bu~ we do not use the psws for implementation. Most o f our 
documents are transmitted via facs.:_::ule or ~ext-day mail and the Owner, Contractor and 
Designer are all represented at the project site. The psws is used primarily for information 
for other persons in these organiza~ions who have an interest in the progress of the project. 
My biggest problem with using t:-.e ps-ws is t:-iat the hardware I have is too old and too slow. 
The project status is updated approximately ~onthly and the Public can keep abreast of the 
progress by checking the Public Si::e. 
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Eric Hawks, 07:29 PM 2/27/98 , Re: Extranet 
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 19:29:09 +O•::.JO 
from: Eric Hawks <EHawks@ingerranc.~om> 
Subject: Re: Extranet 
To: k ridgely@iastate.edu 
X-Mailer: Worldta l k (NetTa lk for W~=dows NT 4 . 3.2-g5 ) / MIME 
Karmyn: 
Steelcraft has just recently o=fered their customers a Internet home 
page program. We have had severa l sign up, howe v er, it is not enough 
to report on. We need more t.::...::ie t o evaluate this program. I assume 
you are r eferring to ou r dis t ~.:_butor Internet program when you refer 






Author: kridgely@iastate . edu at I~~ernet 
Date: 2 / 27/98 12:4 4 PM 
I am a graduate student in Construc~ion Engineering at Iowa State 
University. My graduate research ~s in the application of extranets to 
construction. I found your e-mail cddress on the Construction Net homepage 
following an article about Steelcra=t Manufacturing Company's development 
of an extranet . I was wondering if you could fill me in on the successes 
and failures of the extranet your company has experienced at this time. 1 
would appreciate any information a;::out Steelc r aft Manufacturing CQmpany' s 
extranet could send my way. We are trying to pool the experiences of many 
companies to come up with a set of guidelines f o r extranet success. 





John Sanders, 04:31 PM 2/27/98 , Re: Extranets 
To· Karmyn E Ridgely <k=idgely@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: Extranets 
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 98 16:31:07 -0500 
From: John Sanders <sanders@constmonthly.com> 
X-Mailer: E-Mail Connec:ion v3. 0 
I can't say that I have. The construction industry is a little slow ~ith 
this kind of thing. You might check with EM: ( I think) and Inter?RO. They 
may help. I will keep looking, and if I run into something will let jOU 
know. 
-------- REPLY, Original message follows--------
> Date: Friday, 27-Feb-98 10:50 AM 
> 
> From: Karmyn E Ridgely 
> To: John Sanders 
> 






> I am a graduate student in Construction Engineering at Iowa State 
> University. My graduate research is in the application of extranets to 
> construction. The idea is to send RFI's, change orders, drawings, 
> invoices, meeting minutes, etc. over a website that has access limited to 
> construction project players. 
> I am trying to find companies that have tried this technology, and define 
> the problems and successes they have experienced using extranets to ~anage 
> construction projects. Have you, as the internet writer for Construction 
> Monthly, run across any construction companies using project specific 
> websites to transmit data? If so, could you send me a list of web 
addresses 
> or phone numbers? 
> 
> Thank you for your time, 
> 
> Karmyn Babcock kridgely@iastate.edu 515-294-4840 
> 
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